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Abstract

With the recent progress in technology of semi-conductor devices and architectures, the performance of vector and parallel supercomputers have been remarkably advanced. Today they have become a fundamental tool of science which is widely used in various fields of science and engineering. Supercomputers manufacturers are providing automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compilers (or supercompilers) which generate suitable object codes from programs written in sequential languages. Since most of these compilers are for FORTRAN77 which has been commonly used for numerical applications, supercompilers for languages other than FORTRAN are indispensable to utilize supercomputers for non-numerical applications. Moreover, various features which have been considered to be specific to block-structured languages, such as pointers and recursive calls, are introduced in the new standard specification of FORTRAN called Fortran90. This thesis discusses various vectorizing and parallelizing compiler techniques which are effective not only for block-structured languages but also for Fortran90.

In Chapter 2, the performance of load/store instructions on each VP/PVP supercomputer is evaluated. In particular, the performance of vector indirect load/store instructions is precisely discussed since the performance of these operations are important not only for numerical applications but for non-numerical applications which treat pointers. We have developed a benchmarking program to evaluate this performance and show the obtained results.

In Chapter 3, a new method to vectorize and parallelize recursive procedures is proposed. Since recursive procedures are often seen in programs written in block-structured languages, this control should be also regarded as the targets for automatic vectorization and parallelization. We propose the breadth-first method and show that some recursive procedures will be greatly accelerated by this method. In particular, this method is effective for the recursive procedures which are the implementations of divide-and-conquer algorithms because this method utilizes the parallelism between recursive invocations of the procedures. We also discuss about the analysis to determine whether the target procedure can be vectorized/parallelized by this method or not. Since there is a difficulty for the determination when the procedure
refers global array variables in general, we propose a method which has a restriction but still effective in practical programs.

In Chapter 4, the overview of our automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler V-Pascal version 3 is presented. On the compiler, various analyzing, vectorizing and parallelizing techniques have been developed even for Algol-like features, such as alias analysis of pointers, vectorization/parallelization of while/repeat-until loops and recursive procedures. These techniques may also be useful for the full-fledged vectorizing/parallelizing compilers for the languages Fortran 90 and C.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Backgrounds

1.1.1 Supercomputers

With the recent progress in technology of semi-conductor devices and architectures, the peak performance of supercomputers have reached to tens or several hundreds GFLOPS (Giga Floating-point Operations Per Second). Their high performance enabled us to perform many billions of operations which are needed to solve various problems in fields of science and engineering, such as biology, energy research, high energy physics, astrophysics, aerospace engineering, seismology, petroleum exploration, image processing, pattern matching, VLSI design, tomography, scientific visualization and so on. Now supercomputers have become a fundamental tool of science [54].

Architectures of today’s supercomputers can be divided into three categories: vector processor (VP), parallel vector processors (PVP) and massively parallel processors (MPP).

The main feature of VP machines is that they each have vector-processing units aside of the ordinal scalar processor. These units can perform vector operations which perform the same operations for each element of vectors (i.e. 1-dimensional arrays). Since these operations are performed by pipelined arithmetic units with quite high speed, the peak performance of a VP machine reaches up to several GFLOPS. A typical PVP machine is configured as a symmetric multi-processor
system of several VPs which share the same main memory. Today’s high-end PVPs, such as Cray T90 and NEC SX-4, can be configured with up to 32 processors and their total peak performance is more than 50 GFLOPS. These machines have been widely used for computational science and engineering. In other words, these are conventional supercomputers. Table 1.1 shows a list of today’s conventional supercomputers.

But these VP/PVP machines are generally quite expensive. The main reasons are that they need advanced technologies to achieve quite short clock-cycle of their devices, and that they need contrived memory units to obtain high load-store bandwidth to supply enough data to the high-speed arithmetic units. To achieve the comparable peak performance with reduced costs, MPP is proposed as a loosely-coupled multi-processor of RISC microprocessors. Recently these processors have remarkably progressed and achieved the performance of tens or hundreds MFLOPS (Mega Floating-point Operations Per Second). In a typical MPP machine, hundreds processors are coupled with a high-speed inter-connection network, therefore they can achieve the peak performance of several GFLOPS. These machines are still hard to utilize for general purpose, but considered to be effective for some specific problems which can be highly parallelized and need less data-transfer between the parallelized program sections.

1.1.2 Supercompilers for Supercomputers

The high performance of VP/PVP machines derives from their multiple vector pipelines with a very short pipeline period. These pipelines manage the vector operations which are 10 or 100 times faster than that by scalar processors. Since vector operations belong to parallel operations which are not familiar for ordinal users, it is very important to provide peculiar compilers which generate vector instructions automatically from programs written in conventional sequential programming languages. Now most of the manufacturers provide automatic vectorizing compilers for FORTRAN, which is commonly used in scientific

Some newly announced vector-parallel machines (such as Fujitsu VPP series and NEC SX-4 multi-node models) are configured with distributed main memory, but we don’t include them in our definition of PVP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Maximum number of processors</th>
<th>Total peak performance (GFLOPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cray Research [8]</td>
<td>T90</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray Research [8]</td>
<td>C90</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex [5]</td>
<td>C4/XA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.4†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi [25]</td>
<td>S-3800</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
<td>VP-2600E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC [27]</td>
<td>SX-4</td>
<td>32‡</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† With single precision.
‡ For single-node (i.e. shared-memory) system.

Table 1.2: Today’s MPP supercomputers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Processor element</th>
<th>Max. num. of nodes</th>
<th>Total peak performance (GFLOPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cray Research [8]</td>
<td>T3D</td>
<td>DEC 21064 (150MHz)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking Machine [41]</td>
<td>CM-5E</td>
<td>SuperSparc (40MHz)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel [17]</td>
<td>Paragon</td>
<td>860XP/60MHz</td>
<td>n/a†</td>
<td>0.075 x nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM [16]</td>
<td>SP-2</td>
<td>POWER2‡</td>
<td>n/a*</td>
<td>0.267 x nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>Cenju-3</td>
<td>R4400SC</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ncube [35]</td>
<td>Ncube3</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>SR2001</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The largest one installed at Sandia National Lab (US) has 1840 nodes.
‡ PowerPC based nodes are also available.
* Announced as up to 128, but 512-nodes systems are also available.
and technological fields. Today's vectorizing compilers have high ability to find out vectorizable loops within programs and we can obtain quite high ratio of speedup. The techniques for automatic vectorization can be easily extended and applied to parallelization of loops and PVP machines can execute these loops effectively, therefore automatic vectorizing and parallelizing FORTRAN compilers for PVP machines are also provided. These compilers are called supercompilers and they have much contributed to utilize VP/PVP supercomputers in various fields of science. Thus VP/PVP supercomputers have been successful for scientific numerical computations.

On the other hand, fully-automatic parallelizing compilers for MPP machines are still hard to realize. While the techniques to recognize parallelizable parts of the target program for VP/PVP machines are also applicable for compilers for MPP, it is hard the compilers to decide the optimal distribution of data among processing nodes to reduce the amount of data-transfer. Therefore the current compilers provided by manufacturers are for parallel languages or conventional sequential languages with extension to be directed the data-distribution by users.

1.1.3 The Goal of This Research

For any type of supercomputer architectures, it is fairly important to provide supercompilers which assist users to enjoy the high performance of supercomputers. Most of current supercompilers provided by manufactures are for FORTRAN77 which is popular for numerical computation. However, FORTRAN77 is not effective for general purposes because it has rather poor control structures and data types. Therefore, it is indispensable to develop automatic vectorizing compilers for other programming languages to utilize supercomputers more efficiently. This is the motivation of this research. To extend the horizon of vector supercomputer usage, we were interested in developing automatic vectorizing/parallelizing compilers for block-structured languages, i.e. descendants of Algol60, which is equipped with more versatile control/data structures than FORTRAN77.

Toward the goal, we choose Pascal as the target language of our compiler. Pascal is a typical block-structured language which is widely spread for general purpose. Pascal has been used not only for educational purposes in classrooms but also for real-world problems, for example, the early $P_{X}$ processor by D.E. Knuth, the vectorizing Fortran compiler construction by an American supercomputer manufacturer, and the implementation of an operating system for some Japanese minicomputers. Therefore the vectorization and parallelization techniques obtained through this research must be effective to execute various programs effectively in vector processors and parallel processors. The techniques will be also applicable to the other languages including Fortran90 which is the newest version of FORTRAN and is equipped with various control/data structures which have been considered to be specific to block-structured languages.

1.1.4 Outline of this thesis

This thesis discusses a way to construct an automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler for a block-structured language. The following three topics are included in this thesis.

In Chapter 2, the performance of vector load/store of vector supercomputers is evaluated with our newly developed benchmarking program. In particular, vector indirect load/store performance is precisely examined. One of the reason why we focused on the indirect addressing is that these instructions must be often used in non-numerical applications which contain data-structures constructed with pointers. Therefore these results are indispensable to construct a compiler for a block-structured language and to obtain optimal performance on VP/PVP machines in executing non-numerical applications. The other reason is that the vector-indirect addressing is also important for some numerical applications. The details will be described in the chapter.

In Chapter 3, we propose a new method to execute recursive procedures (and functions) on supercomputers. Generally, the targets for automatic vectorization and parallelization compilers are limited to DO loops of FORTRAN77. But block-structured languages have more versatile control structures to express iterations, such as while loops and repeat/until of Pascal. Moreover, recursive procedures can be used in these languages. Needless to say, these iterative control structures should be also vectorized/parallelized if possible. But there are not many researches to discuss this issue. In particular, there are few re-
searches to treat recursive procedures. We propose a method to cope with the difficulty of automatic vectorization and parallelization of recursive procedures. The methods named "breadth-first" method is to utilize parallelism among two or more recursive calls and to execute them in parallel. Some procedures are accelerated more than 50 times by this method.

Chapter 4 describes the organization and the features of our automatic vectorizing/parallelizing Pascal compiler named V-Pascal Version 3. V-Pascal Ver.3 is designed as an automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler for PVP machines. The target language is a sequential block-structured language Pascal. Many techniques and methods we have implemented will be described later.

The last chapter, Chapter 5 is the conclusion of this thesis with some open questions and future works.

Chapter 2
Benchmarking Vector Indirect Load/Store Instructions

2.1 Introduction

In some fields of large-scaled numerical computations, the data should be expressed as huge random sparse matrices. We can enumerate some important examples such as Finite Element Method (FEM), Linear Programming (LP), Electric Circuit Simulation, Neural Network Simulation and so on. In processing these computations on VP/PVP machines, vector indirect load/store instructions are useful for both memory-space efficiency and the execution speed. In other words, the performance of the indirect vector accesses affects the overall performance of these computations.

We also believe that indirect vector accesses are effective for advanced automatic vectorization. For example, in some cases nested loops can be converted into non-nested loops by using list vectors, and allow longer vector lengths. Supercomputers with high performance tend to have large \( N_{\text{stat}} [15] \) values, so this conversion is useful for those machines that have good performance on vector indirect accesses. We have already implemented it in the early version of "V-Pascal" and have shown its usefulness[43].
Furthermore, to extend the applications of supercomputers beyond numerical computations, compilers or languages must support the data represented by pointers e.g., linked lists, trees etc. To vectorize applications, indirect vector load/store instructions are essential. These types of automatic vectorization must be supported on V-Pascal version 3 and then indirect vector load/store instructions will become more important in the field of vectorization.

Therefore, we have been investigating the performance of vector indirect access on vector supercomputers but enough data has not been accumulated to date. Some existing benchmarks showed the performance of applications where indirect vector load/store instructions were used but we wanted to know the “pure” performance of these instructions, because the precise information about these instructions are very important in code-generation of compilers. This chapter describes a newly developed benchmarking program for this purpose and obtained some interesting results.

2.2 Factors Dominating the Performance of Indirect Vector Access

This section describes the factors dominating the performance of indirect vector load/store instructions. Generally an indirect vector access is slower than a direct vector access for the same amount of data. There are two main reasons for this.

1. Complications in the behavior of load/store pipelines as a result of indirect accesses.

2. Effect of bank conflicts.

The following sections describes these two factors.

2.2.1 Behavior of Indirect Vector Operations

This section discusses the behavior of indirect vector access and compare it with that of direct vector access.

Let us start with the direct operations. A sample of a vector direct load instruction is written in assembly code as follows.

`vload BASE, STRIDE, vr1`

In this statement `vr1` means a vector register and `BASE` means an address. `STRIDE` expresses the distance between each data elements on the memory. When expressing the `i-th` element of `vr1` as `vr1(i)`, the semantics of the instruction are presented as follows.

```
for each i ∈ {1,2,...,<vector length>},
let vr1(i) to the content of the address
BASE+STRIDE×(i-1)×<size of each element>
```

Note that the 3rd line shows the effective address for each element. Turning to indirect vector access a sample of an indirect vector load instruction is as follows.

`viload BASE, vr1, vr2`

The semantics of this instruction are as follows.

```
for each i ∈ {1,2,...,<vector length>},
let vr2(i) to the content of the address
BASE+vr1(i)×<size of each element>
```

As shown above, the semantics are similar. The difference is seen only in the calculation of effective addresses. In fact, complications in the behavior of indirect vector access comes from this difference. We considered the detailed complications as follows.

1. An indirect vector operation must treat two vector registers and the set-up sequences may be more complicated.

2. Another data path for list vectors is needed between vector registers and each load/store pipeline, but an implementation without this path is also possible, at the cost of throughput.
3. In a direct vector operation, effective addresses of the array elements are estimated when the vector unit is set up. But in indirect vector operations, they are known only at run-time. This means that it is impossible to foresee the occurrences of bank conflicts or memory-protection exceptions. Moreover, when some elements in the list vector are of the same value, the stores must be serialized to guarantee the sequential order of writes. Therefore complicated pipeline controls are needed lowering the throughput of the pipeline.

Note that the complications are separated into two types. Some of them affect the instruction set-up time and others affect the throughput. In the above list, 1 belongs to the former, 2 belong to the latter and 3 may belong to both.

### 2.2.2 Bank Conflicts

Bank interleaving is one of commonly used techniques to utilize slow memory chips in high-performance computer systems. As supercomputer systems are of quite high-performance, even faster S-RAM chips are sometimes regarded as slow. Therefore most VP/PVP supercomputers have memory units interleaved with many banks. Another common technique is caching but it will not work well in supercomputers which tend to have large working sets in memory. Accordingly caching is rarely used in VP/PVP machines.

A simple model of bank interleaving is shown in Figure 2.1. On a memory chip, there is a delay between giving an address and accessing the location. It is called Access Time (and represented as $T_a$). Also it takes a time (called Recovery Time represented as $T_r$) from the finish of one access and before the next one is possible. We call $T_a + T_r$ the Continuous Access Time$^2$ and represent it as $T_c$. Interleaving with $N$-banks seemingly decreases $T_c/N$ if an access is for stride-1. But if two accesses to the same memory occur with an interval shorter than $T_c$, the latter access will be delayed until $T_c$ passes. This is called a

---

1. The S-820 and S-3800 have another indirect store instruction which does not guarantee the order. See Section 2.4.2.
2. Actually this value differs between read and write accesses.

---

**Bank Conflict.** Obviously, in indirect vector accesses, bank conflicts occur more frequently than in direct vector accesses and their frequency dominates the performance of indirect vector accesses.

In the simple model (shown in Figure 2.1), expressing the pipeline period of the load/store pipeline as $T_p$, the following equation characterizes the frequency of the occurrence of bank conflicts.

$$s = T_p \times N/T_c$$

$s$ means that this memory unit allows accesses for stride-$s$ without any bank conflicts. The greater $s$ becomes, the less is the frequency of conflict.

Actually as most memory architectures are not simple as this. As described in Section 2.4.2, some machines have much more complicated memory units, in particular, in multi-processor systems. But $s$ is still useful as a criterion of performance. $N$ and $T_c$ still remain as the dominating factors of the performance of indirect vector accesses.

### 2.2.3 Performance Factors and their Compound Effects

As mentioned in the former sections, the performance of indirect accesses is affected by the following factors.
2.3.1 Our Main Goal

Our main goal is to evaluate the performance of vector indirect addressing on each machine. The most specific feature of our benchmark is to evaluate both the throughput of indirect addressing and the effect of bank conflicts. We insist that it is quite important to evaluate them separately while existing older benchmarks try to evaluate them at once.

Assume that a machine show enough performance of the throughput but it is seriously decelerated by bank conflicts. Such machine may show poor performance in older benchmarks, but this machine is still available when an application with vector indirect accesses is carefully programmed to avoid bank conflicts. It is also possible for a compiler to generate efficient objects for advanced vectorization with indirect accesses described in Section 2.1 if the compiler has an accurate information of the penalties of bank conflicts on the machine.

2.3.2 Benchmarking Program

To take an accurate measurement assembly coding is ideal, but it is hard to program each benchmark in assembler, because the architectures of some machines are proprietary. Therefore our benchmarking program is written in FORTRAN77 and it causes some problems. The main problem of our program is that it cannot evaluate performance of vector direct/indirect load instructions exactly. The reason is as follows.

1. We cannot generate vector load instructions without generating vector store instructions. For example, a FORTRAN statement \( A(I) = B(I) \) includes both of vector load and store instructions and we cannot get rid of the store. On the other hand, we can easily generate a vector store instruction alone by a Fortran statement \( A(I) = 1.00D0 \).

2. "<Execution time of \( A(I) = B(I) > - \) <execution time of \( A(I) = 1.00D0 \)" has does not always mean the execution time of the vector load instruction because of the chained behaviour of vector pipeline units in the target machine.

The details of these reasons are described in [48].

Our program is carefully designed to avoid unexpected effects caused by optimization of compilers. The main technique to avoid them is to use some variables of which value cannot be assumed by compilers. Our program is also designed to take execution times of each benchmarking item twice and reports the latter value because instruction/data cache of scalar units may affect the execution time. The details of our benchmarking techniques are also described in [48].

The items examined in our benchmarking are as follows. (In the following, \( A \) and \( B \) are arrays of \( \text{REAL} \times 8 \), \( L \) is an array of \( \text{INTEGER} \times 4 \).)

- The execution times of
  \[ A(I) = B(I) \]
  with vector lengths \( 2^1, 2^6, 2^8, ..., 2^{18} \) are used to estimate the throughput of load/store pipelines on vector direct load/store operations.

\(^3\)Bytes/element
and are also used for comparison with the results of indirect load/store operations.

- The execution time of
  \[ A(I) = B(I) \]
  \[ A(I) = 1.000 \]
  at vector lengths \(2^{18}\) are used to estimate the throughput on direct accesses.

- The execution time of
  \[ A(I) = B(I*STRIDE) \]
  \[ A(I*STRIDE) = 1.000 \]
  for strides 1, 2, 3, ..., 512 and vector lengths \(2^4, 2^6, 2^8\) are used to estimate the time \(T_c\) of the memory unit.

- The execution time of
  \[ A(I) = B(L(I)) \]
  \[ A(L(I)) = 1.000 \]
  for each \(L\) as
  \[ L(I) = ((I*STRIDE) \mod (2^{18}))) + 1 \]
  for strides 1, 2, 3, ..., 512 and vector lengths \(2^4, 2^6, 2^8, ..., 2^{18}\) are used to estimate the throughput on vector indirect accesses when bank conflicts occur periodically.

- The execution time of
  \[ A(I) = B(L(I)) \]
  \[ A(L(I)) = 1.000 \]
  with \(L\) initialized as shown below. (In these expressions, \(N\) means the vector length.)
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- \[ L1(I) = I. \]
- \[ L2(I) = N-I+1. \]
- \[ \{L3(I)\} = \{random permutation of 1, 2, ..., N\}. \]
- \[ L4(I) = <random number from [1, N]> \]
- \[ L5(I) = 1. \]
- \[ L5(I) = I \mod X, X \in \{2, 3, 4, ..., 10\} \]

for vector lengths \(2^4, 2^6, 2^8, ..., 2^{18}\). This includes the influence of bank conflicts that occur when addressing is either regular or random.

If a VP has 2 load pipes and 1 store pipe, it becomes easy to evaluate the throughputs of indirect load and store instructions. The statement \(A(I)=B(I)\) needs only 1 load pipe and 1 store pipe for direct load and store instructions while the statement \(A(I)=B(L(I))\) needs 2 load pipes and 1 store pipe, and for both of these statements all of the pipelines are organized into a chain and can be work simultaneously. Therefore, if the throughput of the load pipe for both of indirect and direct accesses are the same and no bank conflict occurs, the execution times of these statements can be assumed to be almost the same. Similarly, if the throughputs of indirect and direct store are the same, the execution time of the statements \(A(I)=1.000\) and \(A(L(I))=1.000\) can be almost the same. If the throughput of load or store pipes for indirect accesses is much lower than that for direct access, the pipe for the indirect access becomes the bottleneck of the whole operation and the execution time shows the throughput for indirect accesses.

Note that \(A, B\) and \(L\) are allocated continuously in the memory. It means that \(A(I), B(I), L(2*I-1)\) and \(L(2*I)\) of a specific value of \(I\) are all on the same bank. This allocation may be also taken into consideration when we evaluate the result in detail.
2.4 Experimental Results

2.4.1 Performance parameters

We show the following performance parameters as a summary from the results of our benchmarking program.

Firstly, as the parameter of throughput of load/store pipelines, we show the following values.

- Data transfer rate with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(I) \]
  
  \[ A(I) = 1.000 \]

  at each vector length of \( 2^8 \), \( 2^{18} \).

- Data transfer rate with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(L(I)) \]
  
  \[ A(L(I)) = 1.000 \]

  for \( L(I) = I \) at vector length of \( 2^{18} \).

Secondly, we show the following values to estimate the averaged throughput of load/store pipelines under the consideration to the effects of bank conflicts.

- Averaged data transfer rate with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(I*S) \]
  
  \[ A(I*S) = 1.000 \]

  at \( S = 1, 2, 3, ..., 512 \) and vector length \( 2^8 \).

- Averaged data transfer rate with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(L(I)) \]
  
  \[ A(L(I)) = 1.000 \]

  for strides \( 1, 2, 3, ..., 512 \) and vector length \( 2^{18} \).

Thirdly, to evaluate the worst case of the data transfer rate caused by bank conflicts, we show the following values. These values imply the case where all of the memory accesses are to the same bank.

- Data transfer rates with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(I*S) \]
  
  \[ A(I*S) = 1.000 \]

  at \( S = 512 \) and vector length \( 2^8 \).

- Data transfer rates with the following statements
  
  \[ A(I) = B(L(I)) \]
  
  \[ A(L(I)) = 1.000 \]

  with \( L(I) = 512*(I-1) \) and vector length \( 2^{18} \).

Lastly, we show the following strides to evaluate the performance of memory systems. The smaller these values are, the more serious are the influence of bank conflicts.

- The minimum number of stride which causes the performance which is less than the half performance of the maximum with the following statements.
  
  \[ A(I) = B(I*S) \]
  
  \[ A(I*S) = 1.000 \]

  (We call this number \( S_{half} \) in this thesis.)

- The minimum number of stride which causes as the same performance as that of the worst case with the following statements.
  
  \[ A(I) = B(I*S) \]
  
  \[ A(I*S) = 1.000 \]

  (We call it \( S_{worst} \) in this thesis.)
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2.4. TARGET MACHINES AND THE RESULTS

Table 2.1 shows the performance and hardware facilities of each target machine.

The features and some notices for each machine are described below with the results.

**Hitachi S-820/80**

The S-820/80 is an old type machine announced in 1987. Now this series of machines is obsolete and replaced by the S-3000 series.

One of the specific features of this machine is a support of a special instruction of indirect vector store, called VIST[13]. As this instruction does not preserve the sequential order of the store, the elements of the list vector must be differ from each other, but its throughput is higher than that of the normal indirect store instruction called VSTX[13]. We have added the results using VIST in Table 2.2 in parentheses. According to the results labeled (F) and (J) in Table 2.2, VIST instruction shows about 80% better performance than VSTX instruction shows. VIST is not only used through user directives but also used by our V-Pascal compiler to utilize the instruction.

We also have to note that (B) does not show the maximum data transfer rate in direct accesses. The transfer rate for stride-2 access shows 563 MDwords/sec and is about 20% better than that for stride-1. The performance for any other odd number of stride is no better.

---

Footnotes:

1. Mega Doublewords per second. Doubleword means the size of REAL=8
2. Mega Floating-Operations per Second

---

pipelines in indirect accesses compared to that in direct accesses.

(W) and (X) are helpful to evaluate the robustness to bank conflicts on each machine, but we should note that (W) is measured by the vector length of 2^8 which is too short for some machines to evaluate the throughput. We should also note that (X) is measured by indirect accesses and it may cause some compounded effects of bank conflicts and indirect accesses.

The results in Table 2.2 are also shown in Figure 2.4, Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.6.

See Figure 2.2 as an example of S\textsubscript{half} and S\textsubscript{worst}.

The results are shown in Table 2.2 at the end of this report. To express the performance, we use a unit MDwords/sec\textsuperscript{4}. This unit is useful for comparison to MegaFLOPS\textsuperscript{5} but note that it is not always equal to the transfer rate between memory and the processor.

We also show some additional values which can be got from the above values labeled (U),(V),(W) and (X) in the Table 2.2. These values are calculated by the expressions written in the first column of the table.

The value of (U),(V) implies the relative throughput of load/store

---

\textsuperscript{4}Mega Doublewords per second. Doubleword means the size of REAL=8
\textsuperscript{5}Mega Floating-Operations per Second

---

\textsuperscript{6}The S-820/80 was settled at Computer Centre, The University of Tokyo. This machine has been replaced by the S-3000/480 in Feb. 1993.
than 350 MDwords/sec. It is not obvious why this machine shows better performance of the direct store only for stride-1 and stride-2. It may have to do with the complicated bank interleaving in the memory unit of the S-820.

Since the S-820 was equipped with only two pipes for memory access, the statement \( A(I) = B(L(I)) \) cannot be processed in a chain of pipelines. Taking the pipeline organization of the S-820 in consideration, it is assumed that \( A(I) = B(L(I)) \) will be executed as follows.

1. The processor loads \( L \) and \( B \) with chaining.
2. Then it stores \( A \) while it loads next \( L \).
3. Lastly it loads \( B \) and stores \( A \) with chaining.

Note that 2st <vector length of strip mining> elements of data are processed by these 3 stages which takes the same time with \( A(I) = B(I) \) to transfer 3st <vector length of strip mining>. Therefore the throughput of \( A(I) = B(L(I)) \) is at most 66% of that of \( A(I) = B(I) \) even if the throughput of the indirect load is the same as that of the direct load. According to the value of (U), the performance parameter for indirect load accesses (E) is 64% of that for direct load access (C). Thus it is assumed that the throughput of indirect loads on the S-820 is as the same as that of direct loads. The throughput of indirect stores is not so good as that of direct loads even if VIST instructions are used, but the absolute performance is still kept to high.

As the values of direct load (A) and direct store (B) is almost the half of indirect load (C) and indirect store (D), 2st is not considered to be enough for the vector length to evaluate the effects of bank conflicts and the value of (W) is not reliable as the parameter of robustness to the bank conflicts. Taking (X) as the parameter, the S-820 is consider to be robust to the bank conflicts in indirect addressing and will show good performance even for randomized list vectors. The values of (X) for the SX series seem to be better than that of the S-820, but as described later, these values are not reliable because the absolute performances of indirect accesses on the SX-2N and the SX-3R are worse.
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Fujitsu VP-2600/10

One of the specific features of the VP-2600\(^7\) is that it is equipped with 2 load/store pipes [46]. It means that the VP-2600 can execute \( A(I) = 1.000 \) twice faster than \( A(I) = B(I) \) if both of the pipes work in parallel. But it is inappropriate to evaluate the throughput of indirect store instruction because these pipes are used separately for load and store to execute \( A(L(I)) = 1.000 \). The compiler did not unroll the loops in our program because we had hidid the vector lengths of the loops to avoid unexpected optimizations. Therefore the values labeled (B),(D) in Table 2.2 reflect the throughput of one pipeline.

As the value of (U) is a lower one compared with the other machines, the VP-2600 is considered to be of a rather poor performance of the indirect load. But contrarily, the indirect store (V) shows remarkable performance. Note that VP-2600 has no special instructions to keep the order. The values of the Y-MPs with 1 CPU are better than that of VP-2600, but the Y-MPs are too slow to compare with. The value of (V) of the Y-MP with 4 CPUs also seems better, but like VIST of the S-820 and the S-3800, the sequential order of the stores in elements of the list vector for an indirect store on Y-MP cannot be preserved. On the VP-2600, both of the absolute and relative performance of indirect stores, which preserves the order of stores, are remarkably high.

It is conspicuous that the values of direct accesses (A), (B) are much lower than those of indirect accesses (C),(D). Therefore (W) is not considered to be suitable for the parameter of the performance for the indirect accesses for the same reason with the S-820. The alternative value (X) is neither so high nor so low when compared with the other target machines.

Note that the minimum data transfer rates of the store instructions are lower than those of the load instructions. It may be caused from the difference of the continuous access times between read and write to the memory. It should be also noticed that the absolute performance of the minimum data transfer rates are lower than those of the most of the other machines.

\(^7\)Data Processing Center, Kyoto University.
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NEC SX-2N

The SX-2N is a dated machine but we show the results from the SX-2N for comparison with the SX-3R series. Since the vector unit of the SX-2 series is equipped with only one load/store pipe, it does not match the model to evaluate the benchmarking results as described in Section 2.3.

As shown in Table 2.2, the SX-2N showed quite poor performance for vector indirect accesses. As our main interest is the improvement of the performance of the SX-3R, we only summarize the result in short. The SX-2N shows only quite poor performance for both of the indirect loads and stores. It is interesting that even in a direct store, the performance is rapidly degraded by bank conflicts (see (V) in Table 2.2).

Cray Y-MP 8/4128 and Y-MP 2E/264

The memory organization of Cray Y-MP series has complicated structure (except Cray Y-MP EL) and does not match with our simple model in Figure 2.1. However, in the case of Y-MPs, the memory organization and detailed behaviors of the memory unit are fully described in manuals [7]. Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the memory unit of our target machines, Y-MP 8/4128 and Y-MP 2E/264. The memory systems of these two machines are organized as the same except the capacity. The memory is divided into 4 sections, each section consists of 8 sections and each section contains 8 banks. The basis for memory performance for a CPU is the number of section because each CPU can access continuously to a section only in every 5 clock periods. Different CPUs can access to the same section simultaneously but each bank can be accessed only in every 5 clock periods. Therefore, the worst performance of memory access is the same as 1/5 of the peak performance.

On the benchmark with 4 processors, we allowed the program to do indirect vector store in parallel. This access may break the sequential

---

8This machine was settled at Computation Center, Osaka University. This machine has been replaced by the SX-3R/14 in Feb. 1993.
9Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University.
10Supercomputer Laboratory, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University.
order of writes, therefore the result should be treated as the same as that of VIST on the S-820 and the S-3800. When the order of stores must be preserved, the performance of the indirect store will be degraded as the same as that of 1 CPU.

Since the Y-MPs are equipped with 2 load pipes and 1 store pipe on each CPU, it is easy to evaluate our benchmarking results as described in Section 2.3. One of the most remarkable results is that the values of (C),(D),(E) and (F), on Y-MPs with both 1 CPU and 4 CPUs, indicate that the throughput of the load and store pipelines seem to be always constant on both of the direct and indirect accesses. The values of (U) also substantiate it. The values of (E) are a little worse than those of the others, but the performance of \( A(1) = B(L(1)) \) relative to \( A(1) = B(L) \) on the Y-MPs are still quite good compared with the other machines. However, in the case of the results from Y-MP with 1 CPU, as the absolute performance is much lower than the other machines, the results are not so surprising. Another remarkable result is that the obtained results with 4 CPUs show that the performance of the Y-MP is quite good unless bank conflict occurs. The absolute performance of (C),(D),(E) and (F) are comparable to that of the S-820. As the peak performance of the Y-MP 8/4128 is 2 GFlops, the balance of the performance of memory access and that of the computation is much better than that of the S-820. This balance of the Y-MPs seems to be the best among the target machines.

Although the maximum performances of indirect accesses of the Y-MP are quite good, the value of (W) indicates that the performances of indirect loads and stores are degraded by bank conflicts rather seriously compared with the other machines.

Note that the Y-MP 2E/264 and the Y-MP 8/4128 are equipped with the same memory system except their capacity and their architectures are the same. Therefore the results are almost the same. But the results show that the newer model 2E has been a little improved in the performance of direct stores.

**S-3800/480**

The S-3800 is a successor of the S-820 and has similar features with the S-820. Each vector processor of the S-3800 is also equipped with 1
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load/store and 1 load pipe. VIST instruction is also supported. Therefore the tendency of the results is similar to that of the S-820. The main difference is that the S-3800 is a multi-processor system while the S-820 is a single-processor system. The S-3800 on which we executed our benchmarking program is a system with 4 CPUs, but we had no chance to obtain the results with multi-processors.

We should comment that there was no unusual result of the performance as seen in the S-820. The performance for stride-1 is always the same as the peak performance.

As shown in Table 2.2, the peak transfer rates of memory accesses of the S-3800 are the most high among the target machines. In comparison with that of the S-820, they are improved about 2.5 times. VIST of the S-3800 is 3 times faster than that of the S-820 and the relative throughput of indirect access (U) is also improved. From the point of view of the balance between the performance of memory access and computation, S-3800 with 1 CPU is 2.7 times faster than the S-820, therefore the balance can be considered to be almost the same as that of the predecessor. This improvement is significant because the clock period of the S-3800 is only the half of that of S-820 and there is no change in the organizations of the load and store pipelines.

Another improvement of the performance is seen in the robustness to bank conflicts. The value (W) is the best among the target machines\(^\text{11}\). The large number 64 of \( S_{\text{half}} \) also proves the robustness.

However, the relative throughput of the indirect load is a little decelerated for load operations. The reason is that the performance of direct load (C) is improved remarkably. Another deceleration is seen in the results of direct access for vector length \( 2^9 \). The value of (A),(B) is almost as the same as that of the S-820 while the performances for vector length \( 2^{18} \) is 2 or 3 times faster than that. It means that the S-3800 has much bigger \( N_{\text{half}} \) value which also affects to the unusual value of the robustness to bank conflicts (W).

Also the minimum data transfer rates of the store instructions are lower than that of the load instructions like VP-2600. It is curious that the absolute performance of the minimum data transfer rates of store

\(^{11}\text{The value of (W) for SX-2N is neglible because of its poor indirect load and store performance.}\)
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operations has gone worse compared with that of the S-820.

SX-3R/14
A fully configured SX-3R system is a multi-processor system with 4 CPUs, but the machine we could use is a SX-3R/14\textsuperscript{12} which is the fastest machine among the single processor models.

Unlike the S-3800, the SX-3R series is equipped with fully reorganized memory system compared with the predecessors. A CPU of the SX-3R has 2 load and 1 store pipes while the SX-2N has only 1 pipe. This means that it is easy to evaluate the results as described in Section 2.3.

From the results, it is noticed that this machine shows quite good performance for direct loads and stores even for the short vector length. On the contrary, throughput for indirect access is still poor. The absolute performance of the indirect access is almost the same as that of S-820/80, but compared with the performance of the direct access, the performance of indirect read is 2.9 times lower than that of direct read and indirect write is 7.8 times lower than direct write. It is obvious that the throughput of the load and store pipelines of the SX-3R is seriously degraded in indirect access.

Since this machine shows good performance even for a short length of vector, the value of \((W)\) is available to evaluate the robustness to bank conflicts. The value of \((W)\) means that SX-3R can be decelerated easily by bank conflicts. Comparing the performance parameters of direct store \((B)\) with \((H)\), we can see that the effects of bank conflicts on this machine is quite serious when writing. It also indicates that the minimum data transfer rate of the SX-3R is not only lower than that of the other machines but also decelerated by indirect accesses as shown in the values \((I),(J)\).

2.5 Conclusions

We have obtained fundamental data on the performance of indirect vector accesses. As mentioned in the first section, vector indirect accesses are valuable in the fields of numerical computations, and are also needed for advanced automatic vectorization. Therefore this data enables us to make good use of supercomputers and make it possible to extend their applications.

We had no chance to run the benchmarking program on neither SX-3R with 4 CPUs, Y-8P 8 with 8 CPUs, C90 nor T90. To make our research more concrete, it is indispensable to get their data and we are eager for the chance.

\textsuperscript{12}Computation Center, Osaka University.
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Table 2.1: The performance and hardware facilities of each machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>S-820/86</th>
<th>VP-2600/10</th>
<th>SX-2N</th>
<th>CRAY Y-MP 8-4128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Processors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Max-speed (MFlops)</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>5001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(data para.) x 1 load pipe</td>
<td>(8 data para.) x 2 load/store pipes</td>
<td>(8 data para.) x 1 load pipe</td>
<td>x 1 store pipe</td>
<td>2 load pipes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clock period(ns)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Memory Banks</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector length per strip mining</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>FORTRAN/HAP V2.0F</td>
<td>FORTRAN77EX/VIP Y11L10</td>
<td>FORTRAN77/EX Rev.041</td>
<td>CFFT77 4.0.5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>S-3800/480</th>
<th>SX-3R/14</th>
<th>CRAY Y-MP 2E-264</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Processors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Max-speed (MFlops)</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>5001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(data para.) x 1 load pipe</td>
<td>(8 data para.) x 2 load/store pipes</td>
<td>(8 data para.) x 1 load pipe</td>
<td>x 1 store pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clock period(ns)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Memory Banks</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector length per strip mining</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>FORTRAN/HAP V2.0F</td>
<td>FORTRAN77EX/VIP Y11L10</td>
<td>FORTRAN77/EX Rev.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† This value differs from the official performance in U.S. and Europe, but can be achieved and officially announced in Japan.
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Table 2.2: Experimental results on each machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarking Items</th>
<th>Vector length</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>CRAY</th>
<th>Y-MP 2E-264</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum data</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(I)</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer rate</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dwords/sec.)</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(I)</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(I)&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(L(I))</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(L(I))&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>244(4261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averaged data</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(I)</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer rate</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dwords/sec.)</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(L(I))</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(L(I))&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(J)</td>
<td>224(4131)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum data</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(I)</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer rate</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dwords/sec.)</td>
<td>A(I)&gt;B(L(I))</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(L(I))&gt;1.000</td>
<td>2^18</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>31.1(31.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_half (stride)</td>
<td>A(I)+B(I)+S</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(O)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(I)+1.000</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_second (stride)</td>
<td>A(I)+B(I)+S</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(Q)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(I)+1.000</td>
<td>2^8</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>32(32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative throughput of indirect load/store</td>
<td>21^8</td>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness to bank conflicts</td>
<td>21^8</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>0.874(0.908)</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Label)</th>
<th>Y-MP/4128 (CPU)</th>
<th>Y-MP/4128 (CPU)</th>
<th>S-3800/480</th>
<th>SX-3R/14</th>
<th>Y-MP 2E-264</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>646(1324)</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>583(1241)</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K)</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>24.2(24.4)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Values in parentheses are measured using VIST instructions.
Figure 2.4: Effects of bank conflicts using direct access instructions.

Figure 2.5: Effects of bank conflicts using indirect access instructions.
Chapter 3
The Breadth-first Vectorization and Parallelization Method

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a new method for automatic vectorization and parallelization of recursive procedures and functions\(^1\). There are a number of recursive algorithms for searching, sorting, manipulation of structured data such as trees. Writing programs with recursive procedure is a natural and neat way to implement such algorithms. Accordingly automatic vectorization and parallelization of recursive procedures enable us to apply these recursive algorithms easily on supercomputers.

There are some previous studies to optimize recursive procedures. For example, tail-recursion elimination is a well-known method to convert recursive procedures to equivalent simple loops. There are also some works to eliminate redundant operations in recursive procedures written in functional languages\([3][51]\). These methods aim to reduce the instructions but these studies are not always applicable for automatic vectorizing/parallelizing compilers. The reason is that the accel-

\(^1\)In this thesis, The term “procedures” include both of procedures and functions, i.e. procedures which have return value.
eration of supercomputers is obtained mainly from vector or parallel execution. It follows that the compilers have to stand on a view of detecting instructions which can be executed in parallel. From this point of view, we propose a new method named breadth-first method to vectorize/parallelize recursive procedures. The point is that we have to take notice to the fact that a VP is a sort of SIMD[9] processor. We have to detect parts which consist multiple data-flow from a sequential program to obtain enough performance. We introduce a concept of "dependence of environments" to analyze data-flow in recursive procedures. In our definition, an "environment" is a state of correspondences between the local variables and the stack. In other words, each environment corresponds to each invocation of the recursive procedure.

3.2 Preliminaries

3.2.1 Classification of Recursive Procedures

Here we define a classification of recursive procedures. Note that most of the example programs in this thesis are written in a Pascal-like language, but the argument is not limited to the Pascal but applicable to almost all block-structured languages which include Fortran 90 and C.

Recursive procedures are roughly defined as procedures which contain one or more statements to call itself. Strictly speaking, we have to take indirectly recursive procedures into consideration. Let us take a case of a procedure named A which calls another procedure B. If B also calls A, we call A and B as indirectly recursive procedures. But in this thesis we treat only directly recursive procedures for simplicity. In most cases, indirectly recursive procedures can be converted into equivalent directly recursive ones using inline expansion, as shown in Figure 3.1. But this conversion is not always possible. Figure 3.2 shows the example. This type of procedures are left to our future works.

In this thesis, we classify recursive procedures into three types according to the number of recursive-call statements in procedures. Exactly speaking, we classify them according to possible number of recursive invocations on each environment. When a recursive procedure invokes itself not more than once on each environment, we classify it

procedure A;
begin
S1;
if P then B;
S2
end;
procedure B;
begin
S3;
if Q then A;
end;
end;

Figure 3.1: Conversion from an indirectly recursive procedure to directly recursive procedure.

procedure A;
begin
S1;
if P then A;
if Q then B;
S2
end;
procedure B;
begin
S3;
if R then A;
if S then B;
S4
end;
end;

Figure 3.2: An indirectly recursive procedure which is impossible to convert into directly recursive procedure by inline expansion.
into Type-1. If a recursive procedure invokes itself more than once but the number of invocation is statically limited by a constant on each environment, we classify it into Type-2. The other procedures are classified into Type-3. Examples of each procedure are shown in Figure 3.3.

Behavior of a type-1 procedure is very simple. It can be distinguished into two phases. In the first phase, recursive calls occur continuously. But once the control reaches to the end of the procedure, it never calls itself again until the control returns out from the procedure. Therefore in the second phase returns occur continuously. These two phases can be easily expressed as loops and a type-1 procedure can be easily converted into a non-recursive procedure.

Contrarily, behaviors of type-2 and 3 procedures are complicated. It is still possible to convert these procedures into non-recursive procedures, but the rewried procedures contain complicated sequences of statements which emulate the stack explicitly.

3.2.2 Facilities of Vector Supercomputers

Vector supercomputers are classified into SIMD(Single Instruction Multiple Data stream) computers[9]. Their high performance results from the facility of multiple vector pipelines. When each element of a vector has no dependence on the other elements, the pipelines work efficiently and we can obtain high performance.

Most of recent vector supercomputers also provide special instructions called vector-macro instructions. Examples of these instructions are shown in Table 3.1. They are used to execute computations on which vectors have dependence between the elements. The performance of the vector-macro instructions is not so high as that of ordinal vector instructions, but it is much higher than that with scalar instructions for the same computation. As we describe later, the vector-macro instructions are very important facilities in order to vectorize recursive procedures.

3.2. PRELIMINARIES

function power(x : real; n : integer) : real;
begin
if n=0 then
   power := 1
else if odd(n) then
   power := power(x*x, n div 2)*x
else
   power := power(x*x, n div 2)
end;

procedure hanoi( disk, pole1, pole2 : integer);
begin
   if disk>0 then begin
      hanoi( disk-1, pole1, 6-pole1-pole2 );
      writeln('Disk', disk, pole1, '->', pole2 );
      hanoi( disk-1, 6-pole1-pole2, pole2 )
   end
end;

procedure Nqueens( n : integer ) ;
var j:integer;
begin
   for j := 1 to N do
      if A[j] and B[i+j] and C[i-j] then begin
         X[j] := j;
      if i<N then Nqueens(i+1) else PrintAnswer;
      A[j] := true; B[i+j] := true; C[i-j] := true
   end
end;

function power(x : real; n : integer) : real;
begin
   if n=0 then
      power := 1
   else if odd(n) then
      power := power(x*x, n div 2)*x
   else
      power := power(x*x, n div 2)
end;

procedure hanoi( disk, pole1, pole2 : integer );
begin
   if disk>0 then begin
      hanoi( disk-1, pole1, 6-pole1-pole2 );
      writeln('Disk', disk, pole1, '->', pole2 );
      hanoi( disk-1, 6-pole1-pole2, pole2 )
   end
end;

procedure Nqueens( n : integer ) ;
var j:integer;
begin
   for j := 1 to N do
      if A[j] and B[i+j] and C[i-j] then begin
         X[j] := j;
      if i<N then Nqueens(i+1) else PrintAnswer;
      A[j] := true; B[i+j] := true; C[i-j] := true
   end
end;

(C) N queens (if N is constant, classified into type-2. otherwise, type-3)

Figure 3.3: Examples of recursive procedures.


### 3.3 The Depth-first Method

Before describing our new method, we describe the depth-first method which was previously proposed because the weakness of this method will help to introduce our new method.

#### 3.3.1 The Depth-first Vectorization

It is always possible to convert recursive procedures into equivalent non-recursive procedures. Since the converted procedures contain some loops, we have some opportunities to vectorize these loops. We call this approach the depth-first vectorization method. This method is based on the idea which was originally given by Kozuka[19] and we slightly revised and formalized the method.

Let us start our explanation with a simple example. Consider a recursive procedure to obtain N-th factorial (Figure 3.4). This procedure is classified into type-1. For the latter arguments, we transform the procedure as shown in Figure 3.5. The purpose of this transformation is to get a simple statement which consists of no instruction except a recursive call, in other words, a set of instructions to store the values of arguments, to call itself and to load the return value. This automatic transformation is always possible introducing some temporary variables. In this case, we removed the term of n from the right hand side of the assignment statement introducing a temporary variable r.

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the behavior of this type of procedure can be divided into two phases. In the case of Figure 3.5, while the condition \( n \neq 0 \) is satisfied, the recursive calls occur repeatedly. In the first phase, the statements labeled S1 and S2 in the Figure 3.5 are executed. Once the condition \( n = 0 \) is satisfied, the execution shifts to the phase two. In this turn, the statements from S2 to S6 are executed repeatedly.

Transforming the recursive procedure into a non-recursive procedure, we can obtain two loops as shown in Figure 3.6. The former loop can be easily converted with while. These two loops can be vectorized using existent methods described in [40] and [33]. Thus the recursive procedure is automatically vectorized as shown in Figure 3.7.

From this example we can easily suppose that all of type-1 recursive
function fact(n : integer) : integer;
begin
  if (n = 0) then
    fact := 1
  else
    fact := fact(n-1) * n
end;

Figure 3.4: A procedure to get N-th factorial.

function fact(n : integer) : integer;
begin
  var  
    r : integer;
  begin
    if not(n = 0) then
      r := fact(n-1);  { S2 }
    if (n = 0) then
      fact := 1  { S3 }
    else
      fact := r * n  { S6 }
  end

Figure 3.5: Converted form of the procedure fact.

function fact(n : integer) : integer;
label 1;
var
  stackR : array [0..MAX] of integer;  { stack }
  stackN : array [0..MAX] of integer;  { stack }
  stackFact : array [0..MAX] of integer;  { return values }
  sp, maxsp : integer;  { stack pointer }
begin
  { Setup the stack }
  sp := 0;
  stackN[sp] := n;
  { Phase1 start }
  if not(stackN[sp] = 0) then begin
    { S1 }
    { S2 : call sequences }
    stackN[sp+1] := stackN[sp] - 1;
    sp := sp + 1;
    goto 1
  end;
  { Phase2 start }
  maxsp := sp;
  for sp := maxsp downto 0 do begin
    if not(stackN[sp] = 0) then
      { S1 }
      { S2 : get the return value }
      stackR[sp] := stackFact[sp+1]
    if (stackN[sp] = 0) then
      { S3 }
      stackFact[sp] := 1
    else
      { S5 }
      stackFact[sp] := stackR[sp] * stackN[sp]  { S6 }
  end;
  { Restore form the stack }
  fact := stackFact[sp]
end

Figure 3.6: Non-recursive form of the procedure fact.
function fact(n : integer) : integer;
label 2;
var stackR : array [0..MAX] of integer;  
stackN : array [0..MAX] of integer;  
stackFact : array [0..MAX] of integer;  
sp, maxsp : integer;  
OUTER, INNER : integer;
begin
  sp := 0;  
  stackN[sp] := n;
  { Phase 1 start }
  for OUTER := 0 to (MAX mod STRIPWIDTH) do begin
    for INNER := 0 to (STRIPWIDTH-1) do
      stackN[sp+INNER+1] := stackN[sp+INNER]-1;
      { *vectorized* }
    if (RUNOVER) then begin
      BACKTRACKING;
      goto 2
    end;
    sp := sp + STRIP_WIDTH;
  end;
  STACKOVERFLOW;
  2:  
    maxsp := sp;
    for sp := maxsp downto 0 do begin
      if not(stackN[sp] = 0) then
        stackR[sp] := stackFact[sp+1];  
        { *vectorized* }
      if (stackN[sp] = 0) then
        stackFact[sp] := 1;  
        { *vectorized* }
      else
        stackFact[sp] := stackR[sp] * stackN[sp];  
        { *vectorized* }
      end;
      fact := stackFact[sp];  
      { Restore form the stack }
  end
end

Figure 3.7: Vectorized form of the procedure fact.

3.3. THE DEPTH-FIRST METHOD

Procedures can be treated in the same way. In fact, it is always possible to convert any type-1 procedure automatically into a non-recursive procedure with such simple two loops, and the opportunity of vectorization is found in the loops. Therefore the type-1 procedures are considered to be suitable to apply the depth-first vectorization method. This is the basic idea of this method.

The procedure of the depth-first vectorization for type-1 procedures are given as follows. For simplicity, we assume a type-1 recursive procedure with no loop structure and no other procedure call except recursive ones in the body. After the needed interchange and the replacement of the statements, a recursive procedure which satisfies the assumption can be converted into a procedure like Figure 3.8. Here we call the process as “normalization”. The normalization can be done with commonly-used methods for compilers. The details are described in Figure 3.9.

After the normalization, we can easily eliminate the recursive call and can get the non-recursive procedure as Figure 3.10. The algorithm for the conversion is shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12.

Thereby we have obtained two loops, and these are treated with our existent vectorization methods for infinite iterations[40] and loops with recursive reference[33]. Here we assume that the statements $S_{head}$ and $S_{tail}$ of Figure 3.10 contain no loops, but even with loops, we have methods to vectorize nested loops[43][12][53][34][24]. Thus we have the vectorization method which can treat all type-1 recursive procedures.

3.3.2 Problems

Although the depth-first method can be applied to all type-1 recursive procedures, it does not always work successfully. For example, it must be pointed out that in Figure 3.7 the recursive procedure is vectorized with vector-macro instructions. In general, if we take the depth-first vectorization method, the obtained loops have some dependencies between iterations and the recursive procedures must be vectorized with vector-macro instructions in most cases. The reason is that the statements to give arguments and get return values nearly always cause first-order dependence between the iterations of the loops of $S_{head}$ and $S_{tail}$. It is easily understood from the fact that each iteration of the loop
1. Make all arguments of recursive call(s) as simple variables.

   \[ \text{retval} := \text{recur}(a+b,d); \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{tmp.arg} := a+b; \]
   \[ \text{retval} := \text{recur}(\text{tmp.arg},d); \]

2. Replace recursive calls with a simple variable if they are in longer expressions.

   \[ \text{result} := \text{recur}(a,b)+c; \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{retval} := \text{recur}(a,b); \]
   \[ \text{result} := \text{retval}+c; \]

3. Split off and the recursive calls from blocks and combine them as follows.

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{if } P \text{ then begin} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \} \\
   & \text{end else} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{if } P \text{ then begin} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \} \\
   & \text{end else} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \text{if } Q \text{ then begin} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \} \]

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{end else} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{if } Q \text{ then begin} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \text{if } P \text{ or } Q \text{ then} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{end else} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \begin{align*}
   & \text{if } Q \text{ then begin} \quad \{ S_{\text{head}} \}
   \end{align*} \]

   \[ \text{end;} \]

Note: \( P \) and \( Q \) is always \textit{false} since \text{recur} is a type-1 procedure.

### Figure 3.9: Normalization of type-1 procedures.

3.4. \textbf{Basic Idea}

As mentioned in the previous section, arguments and return values of a recursive procedure causes dependence across environments. In the cases of the depth-first vectorization, this type of dependence severely restrict the opportunities for recursive procedures to be vectorized. To cope with this problem, the breadth-first vectorization method is designed standing on a point of view to avoid this dependence.

The basic idea is that if two or more environments have no dependence on each other, they can be executed in parallel. Let us start with a type-2 procedures which was already normalized in the form of Figure 3.13 as an example. Considering a situation that the execution corresponds to each environment and giving each argument or getting each return value mean data transfer between environments. Therefore this dependence is unavoidable. As the vector-macro instructions can process only some limited patterns of computation as shown in Table 3.1, the vectorization is not always succeeded. Even when it is succeeded, since the execution speed of vector-macro instructions is slower than the other vector instructions, recursive procedures are not much accelerated by the depth-first method compared with the other vectorizations.

When the vector length is long enough (typically more than 1000), we can use an algorithm described in [31] and can obtain better results.
CHAPTER 3. THE BREADTH-FIRST METHOD

Step-1 Construct explicit stack changing definitions of all local variables of the procedure to arrays of the original variable. Then all arguments of call-by-value and return values are treated as the same as local variables. Call-by-reference type arguments should be treated as arrays of pointers of the original. Definition for the stack pointer is also needed.

\[
\text{function rec}(\ arg : \text{integer}; \ var \ vary : \text{integer}) : \text{real};
\]

\[
\text{var} \ a : \text{real};
\]

\[
\quad b : \text{array} [1..10] \text{of integer};
\]

\[
\text{function rec}(\ arg : \text{integer}; \ var \ vary : \text{integer}) : \text{real};
\]

\[
\text{type} \ varyp = \text{integer};
\]

\[
\text{var} \ vary-p : \text{array} [0..\text{STACKMAX}] \text{of integer};
\]

\[
\text{array-stack : array} [0..\text{STACKMAX}] \text{of vary}-p;
\]

\[
\text{arg-stack : array} [0..\text{STACKMAX}] \text{of real};
\]

\[
\text{a-stack : array} [0..\text{STACKMAX}] \text{of real};
\]

\[
\text{b-stack : array} [0..\text{STACKMAX}] \text{of array} [1..10] \text{of integer};
\]

\[
\text{sp : integer}; \quad \{ \text{Stack Pointer} \}
\]

Step-2 Put the instructions to set up the explicit stacks at the entry of the procedure. Put also the instructions to restore return value form the explicit stack at the end of the procedure.

\[
\{ \text{At the entry} \}
\]

\[
\text{sp} := 0; \quad \{ \text{Setup the Stack} \}
\]

\[
\text{arg-stack}[\text{sp}] := \text{arg};
\]

\[
\text{arg-stack}[\text{sp}] := \text{GetPointer}(\text{vary}-p);
\]

\[
\{ \text{At the exit} \}
\]

\[
\text{rec} := \text{rec-stack}[\text{sp}];
\]

Figure 3.11: The algorithm to convert a type-1 procedure to a non-recursive procedure (cont.)

3.4. BASIC IDEA

Step-3 Replace the instructions within \text{Shead} and \text{Stail} to access the explicit stacks as follows. Name the converted \text{Shead}/\text{Stail} as \text{S'}\text{head}/\text{S'}\text{tail}.

\[
a := b[\text{arg}]; \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{a-stack}[\text{sp}] := \text{b-stack}[\text{sp}][\text{arg-stack}[\text{sp}]];
\]

\[
a := \text{vary}; \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{a-stack}[\text{sp}] := \text{arg-stack}[\text{sp}]t;
\]

Step-4 Make statements for the recursive call and return from the call.

\[
\text{sp} := \text{sp}+1;
\]

\[
\text{ret-stack}[\text{sp}] := \text{ret-stack}[\text{sp}+1];
\]

Step-5 Make loops from \text{S'}\text{head}/\text{S'}\text{tail} as shown in Figure 3.10

\[
\text{function rec}(\ arg : \text{integer}; \ var \ vary : \text{integer}) : \text{rec-t};
\]

\[
\text{begin}
\quad \text{StackSetup};
\quad \text{repeat}
\quad \quad \text{S'}\text{head};
\quad \quad \text{if} \ P \ \text{then begin}
\quad \quad \quad \text{AssignArguments};
\quad \quad \quad \text{StackPointer} := \text{StackPointer} + 1
\quad \quad \end{begin}
\quad \text{until not}(P)
\quad \text{for StackPointer := StackBottom downto 0 do begin}
\quad \quad \text{if} \ P \ \text{then}
\quad \quad \quad \text{GetReturnValue};
\quad \quad \quad \text{S'}\text{tail}
\quad \quad \end{begin}
\quad \text{RestoreFromStack}
\quad \end{end}

Figure 3.12: The algorithm to convert a type-1 procedure to a non-recursive procedure (cont'd)
function recursive(arg : art-t) : ret-t;
begin
    \( S_{\text{head}} \);
    if \( P_1 \) then \( R_1 := \text{recursive}(A_1) \);
    \( S_1 \);
    if \( P_2 \) then \( R_2 := \text{recursive}(A_2) \);
    \( S_2 \);
    \ldots
    \( S_{n-1} \);
    if \( P_n \) then \( R_n := \text{recursive}(A_n) \);
    \( S_{\text{tail}} \)
end

Figure 3.13: A normalized type-2 procedure without loops.

function recursive(arg : art-t) : ret-t;
begin
    \( S_{\text{head}} \);
    if \( P_1 \) then \( R_1 := \text{recursive}(A_1) \);
    if \( P_2 \) then \( R_2 := \text{recursive}(A_2) \);
    \ldots
    if \( P_n \) then \( R_n := \text{recursive}(A_n) \);
    \( S_{\text{tail}} \)
end

Figure 3.14: A target procedure for the breadth-first vectorization.

3.5 Dependence between Environments

To consider the details, we introduce a concept of dependence between environments.

When an environment invokes another environment, we call the former environment as the "parent environment" and the latter as the "child environment". In general, a parent environment invokes a certain number of child environments. To express these relations of each environment, ordered trees are suitable. We call the tree as "environment tree".

Figure 3.15 shows an example of the environment tree. Each node of the tree corresponds to each environment and a parent-child relationship of the nodes corresponds to that of the environments. The root node corresponds to the environment when the procedure was invoked from outside. The order of environment invocation is expressed with the preorder traversal of the environment tree.

Here we define some terms for the environment tree in imitation of that of the ordered tree. When an environment is an ancestor of another environment on the tree, we define the former as an "ancestor environment" of the latter. Conversely, the latter is a "descendent environment" of the former. Similarly, we define "brothers environments" which form brothers in the environment tree. According to the custom, we draw the order of brothers from left to right in the tree. We also introduce the terms "environment depth", "root environment", "left-child environment", "right-child environment", "n-th child envi-
A sample of the environment tree.

Figure 3.15: A sample of the environment tree.

3.5. DEPENDENCE BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTS

We also define the following terms:

1. Environment $E_Y$ indirectly depends on $E_F$ if there exist another environment $E_F$ such that
   (a) $E_F$ depends on $E_E$ by an instance $S_E'$ of statement $S_E$;
   (b) $E_F$ also depends on $E_Y$ by an instance $S_Y'$ of statement $S_Y$; and
   (c) there exists a list of instances $S_1', S_2', ..., S_n'$ of statements $S_1, S_2, ..., S_n$ on $E_F$ which satisfies $S_1'^E S_2'^E ... S_n'^E S_Y'$.

2. Environment $E_D$ depends on $E_S$ if $E_D$ directly or indirectly depends on $E_S$.

See Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 as examples.

Note that, while dependence of statements treats static program texts, dependence of environments treats relation of instances of executed statements. The shape of an environment tree comes out only after the whole execution. But we can still judge a pattern of environment dependences and use it to determine a recursive procedure can be vectorized or not.

If a pair of environments has a dependence, exchanging their order of execution causes different results. When we transform a recursive procedure, we have to give attention to the dependence of environments, and we also have to take care not to change the order. Therefore we have to analyze the statements of the recursive procedure and detect possible dependence between environments.

In recursive procedures, direct dependences arises when

1. a parent environment passes arguments to its child environment;
2. a parent environment receives return value to its child environment;
3. an environment writes to a call-by-reference argument and its parent environment reads it;
3.6. BREADTH-FIRST VECTORIZATION

Consider a procedure like Figure 3.14. For simplification, it is also assumed that the procedure calls no other procedure. This procedure can be classified into type-2. Assuming that the procedure has no write statements to the external variable, direct dependences are caused by only from the arguments and the result values on each environment. It follows that direct dependences exist only between an environment and its child or parent environment, and indirect dependences only arise between brothers environments. We also assume that, in this procedure, none of the arguments $A_2, A_3, ..., A_n$ and the boolean variables

Figure 3.17: Direct and indirect dependence between environments environments

4. two environments access to the same external variable and at least one of the access is writing; and

5. an environment writes to a pointer variable which points an automatic variable of an ancestor environment, and the ancestor reads it.

The first three cases are easy to detect while the rest cases are difficult to treat. The detections are described later in Section 3.8.

3.6 Breadth-first vectorization
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$P_0,P_1,...,P_n$ depends on any of $R_1,R_2,...,R_{n-1}$, then the brothers environments never depends on each other and dependences remains only in the child-parent relationship, on the other words:

- Instances of $S_{head}$ in each environment depend on instances of $S_{head}$ in its parent environment, and
- Instances of $S_{tail}$ in each environment depend on instances of $S_{tail}$ in its parent environment.

It means that when an execution of statement $S_{head}$ finished on a certain environment, all of its child environments can start their execution in parallel. Applying this fact recursively, the procedure can be transformed and executed as shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.19 shows the execution process on the environment tree. This transformation change the order of execution of environments, but with the aforementioned assumption, the order is preserved between a pair of depended environments to each other. Thus we can get the same result as that of the normal execution. And in Step-2 and Step-6 of Figure 3.18, all environments are independent each other, and they can be executed in parallel. In this case, on each parallel environment, the instructions is all the same, therefore they can be executed with vector instructions in most cases. Thus we can vectorize recursive procedure. This process is applicable to the recursive procedures which may call itself more than twice in an environment, i.e. type-2 or type-3 procedures. This is the newly-proposed vectorization method, "breadth-first vectorization method".

According to this method, we can transform the procedure of Figure 3.14 to that of Figure 3.20. The body of the procedure consists of two doubly nested loops. But the inner loop of each nested loop can be vectorized because each instance of the loop corresponds to each independent environment.

In general, when a type-2 or type-3 recursive procedure always generate an environment tree which satisfies the following condition, we call the the procedure as "suitable" for the breadth-first vectorization.

Each environment doesn't depend on the other environments except its ancestors and descendant environments.

### 3.6. BREADTH-FIRST VECTORIZATION

- **Step-1** Let a counter $D = 0$. $D$ holds the depth of the environment tree.
- **Step-2** For all environments on depth $D$ of the environment tree,
  1. Execute $S_{head}$
  2. Evaluate all of $P_1,P_2,...,P_n$
  3. Count the number of environments on depth $D+1$, and
  4. Pass arguments to the child environments.
- **Step-3** Let $D = D+1$.
- **Step-4** Repeat the process from Step-2 to Step-3 until there exists no environment on depth $D$.
- **Step-5** Let $D = D-1$.
- **Step-6** For all environments on depth $D$,
  1. Get return values from their child environments,
  2. Execute $S_{tail}$ in parallel.
- **Step-7** Repeat the process from Step-5 to Step-6 until $D$ equals 0.

Figure 3.18: The behavior of a type-2 procedure vectorized by the breadth-first vectorization method.
Chapter 3. The Breadth-First Method

3.6. Breadth-First Vectorization

function recursive(arg : art-t) : ret-t;
begin
StackSetUp;
EnvTreeDepth := 0;
NumberOfEnv[EnvTreeDepth] := 1;
repeat
{**} for i := 1 to NumberOfEnv[EnvTreeDepth] do begin
{**} S_head;
{**} if P_1 then CreateEnvAndSetArgForA_1;
{**} if P_2 then CreateEnvAndSetArgForA_2;
{**} ...
{**} if P_n then CreateEnvAndSetArgForA_n;
end
EnvTreeDepth := EnvTreeDepth + 1;
until (NoChildEnvExists)
MaxDepth := EnvTreeDepth - 1;
for EnvTreeDepth := MaxDepth downto 0;
{**} for i := 1 to NumberOfEnv[EnvTreeDepth] do begin
{**} if P_1 then GetReturnValueForR_1;
{**} if P_2 then GetReturnValueForR_2;
{**} ...
{**} if P_n then GetReturnValueForR_n;
{**} S_tail
end
end
Note: lines with {**} are vectorized.

Figure 3.20: After the breadth-first vectorization.
The breadth-first vectorization may change the order of execution between environments, but the order between a pair of environments with ancestors-descendant relationship never be exchanged. Hence we can apply the breadth-first vectorization method to the procedure if this condition is always guaranteed in the procedure.

### 3.7 Implementation Details

#### 3.7.1 Code generation

To generate efficient vector instructions from the recursive procedure by this method, storage managements arise to the subject. In the case of the depth-first vectorization method, since the order of the execution does not differ from that of the normal execution, we only have to emulate behavior of the stack. But in the case of the breadth-first vectorization, a kind of memory management mechanism is needed to store the whole environment tree. In general, the shape of environment tree appears only after the execution, therefore we have to treat the storage dynamically.

Recent supercomputers provides vector load expanding and vector store compressing instructions. Behavior of these instructions is shown in Figure 3.21. Using these instructions, we can dynamically allocate the storage with minimum fragmentation.

As an example, see procedure \textit{sum} in Figure 3.22. Since this procedure has no assignment statements to the external variable \textit{left}, \textit{right}, \textit{number}, direct dependence arises only by the argument and the result value. In this case, \textit{lsum} does not depended by the following recursive call \textit{sum(right[pointer])}, it causes no indirect dependence between all of the brothers environments. Then we can transform this procedure as shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. Note that in the figure \textit{empty}[depth] means the index for leftmost environment on depth of the environment tree. After this transformation, the statements marked with \{\textit{v*}\} in the figure can be vectorized. Forced vectorization of the

---

3"Vector load expanding and vector store compressing" are of S-820 and S-3800. In VP-400/2000, instructions with the same functions are called "vector expand/compress". In SX-2/3, they are called "vector scatter/gather."
inner loop causes different behavior of eptr of Figure 3.20, on execution compared the scalar execution. But it will not affect the result because it only affects to the order of allocation for each environment.

In general, if all of the environments never depend on the other environment except its ancestor and descendant environments, the type-2 procedure is normalized as in Figure 3.14. If a statement exists between the recursive procedure call statements and it cannot be merged into $S_{head}$ or $S_{tail}$, it means that the statement depends on at least two of these recursive calls and it causes indirect dependence between brothers environments. After the normalization, we can convert the procedure with the algorithm shown in Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26, and it is always vectorizable.

We can also apply this method to type-3 procedures. If a type-3 procedure causes no dependence to prohibit the breadth-first vectorization, the procedure can be vectorized in the same way as type-2 procedures. An example is shown by Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28. In this case, the problem is that the loops labeled L1.L2 form a nested loop and L2 cannot be vectorized. But if we ignore dependence of eptr we force to vectorize the loop interchanging the loops[34][24]. After the vectorization, the behavior of value of eptr changes but it will not affect the whole result of the execution. Similarly, we must exchange the loops L3 and L4 in the figure.

In general, if type-3 procedure can be normalized into the form of Figure 3.29, it can be vectorized with the breadth-first method as the same way as the example.

```plaintext
function sum( pointer : integer ) : integer;
var lsum-array, rsum-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
pointer-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
ret-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
depth, maxdepth : integer; { depth on the environment tree }
eptr : array [0..MAXDEPTH] of integer;
i, eptr : integer;
begin
  depth := 0;
  eptr[0] := 1; { Setup }
  eptr[1] := 2; { Setup }
  pointer-array[eptr[0]] := pointer; { Setup }
repeat
  eptr := eptr[depth+1];
  {**v*} for i := eptr[depth] to eptr[depth+1]-1 do begin
    {**v*} lsum-array[i] := 0; rsum-array[i] := 0; \{ S_{head} \}
    {**v*} if left[pointer-array[i]]<>0 then begin
      {**v*} pointer-array[eptr] := left[pointer-array[i]]; 
      {**v*} eptr := eptr+1; allocate a new environment
    end
    {**v*} if right[pointer-array[i]]<>0 then begin
      {**v*} pointer-array[eptr] := right[pointer-array[i]]; 
      {**v*} eptr := eptr+1; allocate a new environment
    end
  end;
  depth := depth + 1;
  eptr[depth+1] := eptr;
until( eptr = eptr[depth] ); \{ until no child env. exists \}
maxdepth := depth - 1;
Note: lines with {*v*} are vectorized
```

Figure 3.23: Vectorized sample procedure of type-2 procedure. (cont.)
3.7. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Step 1. Arrange storage for all local variables, arguments and return value on environments. We have only to rewrite each declaration of local variable with its array as the following. Also prepare an array to keep the number of environments on each depth, named enuptr, and some working variables.

\[
\text{function } \text{rec}( \text{arg} : \text{integer}; \text{var } \text{vary} : \text{integer} ) : \text{real};
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{var} & \quad a : \text{real}; \\
& \quad b : \text{array}[1..10] \text{ of integer}; \\
\downarrow & \\
\text{function } \text{rec}( \text{arg} : \text{integer}; \text{var } \text{vary} : \text{integer} ) : \text{real}; \\
\text{type} & \quad \text{vary-p} = \text{integer}; \\
\text{var} & \quad \text{arg-array} : \text{array}[1..\text{MAXENV}] \text{ of integer}; \\
& \quad \text{arg-array} : \text{array}[1..\text{MAXENV}] \text{ of vary-p}; \\
& \quad \text{ret-array} : \text{array}[1..\text{MAXENV}] \text{ of real}; \\
& \quad a-array : \text{array}[1..\text{MAXENV}] \text{ of real}; \\
& \quad b-array : \text{array}[1..\text{MAXENV}] \text{ of array}[1..10] \text{ of integer}; \\
& \quad \text{enuptr} : \text{array}[0..\text{MAXDEPTH}] \text{ of integer}; \\
& \quad \text{eptr} : \text{integer}; \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3.24: Vectorized sample procedure of type-2 procedure. (cont’d)

Figure 3.25: The algorithm to convert a type-2 procedure to apply the breadth-first vectorization. (cont.)
Step-2 Put instructions to set up the root environment and to initialize some working variables at the entry of the procedure. Also put instructions to restore the return value at the exit of the procedure.

{ At the entry }
depth := 0; { start form root environment }
envptr[0] := 1; { set the root environment }
eptr := envptr[0];
envptr[1] := 2;
arg-array[1] := arg; { pass the argument to root }
arg-array[sp] := GetPointer(var-p);
retadd[sp] := 0;
... { At the exit }
rec := ret-array[1];

Step-3 Replace the instructions within the S\textsubscript{head} and S\textsubscript{tail} to access the arrays, and name them as S'\textsubscript{head} and S'\textsubscript{tail}.

Step-4 Make statements for the recursive call and return from the call as the same as the conversion in Figure 3.11.

Step-5 Make loops from S'\textsubscript{head} and S'\textsubscript{tail} as shown in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.26: The algorithm to convert a type-2 procedure to apply the breadth-first vectorization. (cont'd)

function sum2(pointer : integer) : integer;
var sum, ssum : integer;
ptr : integer;
begin
    ptr := pointer;
    sum := 0; ssum := 0;
    repeat
        if eldestson[ptr]<0 then
            ssum := ssum + sum2(eldestson[ptr]);
        sum := sum + number[ptr];
        ptr := brother[ptr];
    until ptr=0;
    sum2 := sum + ssum;
end

(a) Original procedure

Figure 3.27: Example of the breadth-first vectorization of a normalized type-3 procedure. (cont.)
function sum2(pointer : integer) : integer;
var sum-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
    ssuun-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
    ptr-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
    pointer-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
    ret-array : array [1..MAXENV] of integer;
    enptr : array[1..MAXDEPPTH] of integer;
    childhood : array [1..MAXENV] of integer; \{ Number of children \}
    depth, mazdepth : integer;
    cptr, i, j : integer;
begin
    depth := 0;
    enptr[0] := 1; \{ Setup \}
    enptr[1] := 2; \{ Setup \}
    pointer-array[enptr[0]] := pointer; \{ Setup \}
    cptr := enptr[0]; \{ Points the index to newly generated \}
repeat
    [*v*] for i := enptr[depth] to enptr[depth+1]-1 do begin
        [*v*] sum-array[i] := 0;
        [*v*] ssuun-array[i] := 0;
    end;
    [*v*] for i := enptr[depth] to enptr[depth+1]-1 do begin \{L1\}
        [*v*] childhood[i] := 0;
        repeat
            [*v*] if eldestson[ptr-array[i]]<>0 then begin
                [*v*] pointer-array[cptr] := eldestson[ptr-array[i]];
                [*v*] cptr := cptr + 1;
                [*v*] childhood[i] := childhood[i] + 1;
            end;
            [*v*] sum-array[i] := sum-array[i] + number[i];
            [*v*] ptr-array[i] := brother[ptr-array[i]]
        until ptr-array[i] = 0;
        depth := depth + 1;
        enptr[depth+1] := cptr;
    until (cptr = enptr[depth]) ;
    \{b\} After Conversion (cont.)
end
Note: the value of variable n is indefinite and it is settled only after the execution of S_{head} on each environment.

Figure 3.28: Example of the breadth-first vectorization of a normalized type-3 procedure. (cont’d)
3.7.2 Storage Overflow

When we execute a procedure vectorized with the breadth-first vectorization, the size of storage for the execution is directly proportional to the number of nodes of the environment tree. Generally it is much larger than that of the scalar execution which is proportional to the height of the environment tree. Concretely, when a procedure calls itself not more than a times on each environment, the storage size of for the worst case \( O(a^n) \) is needed while the size of \( O(h) \) is needed for the of the tree. Therefore it is much important to take measures for the storage overflow in the case of the breadth-first vectorization.

But this problem can be easily avoided. The solution is that when a shortage of storage occurs, the procedure calls itself recursively and get the return value. Figure 3.30 shows the concept and Figure 3.31 shows the shape of an environment tree created in this case. If we limit the number of environments to \( a^m \) on each invocation of the procedure, whole needed storage size is bounded by \( O(a^m(h/m)) \) for execution of an environment tree of height \( h \).

3.8 Environment Dependence Analysis

As described in the former sections, to apply the breadth-first vectorization method, we have to guarantee statically that the dependence between environments never exists except descendant-ancestor relationship. Thus dependence analysis for environments is indispensable for automatic vectorization with this method. Here we argue on the methods to analyze the dependence statically from the program.

3.8.1 Without writing external variables

If the procedure has no assignment statements to the external variables, the direct dependence between environments exists only between pairs of parent and child environments. Then analyzing the body of the procedure, we can detect indirect dependence between brothers environments. Indirect dependencies occur only when a result of a recursive procedure call affects to the other recursive procedure call. Therefore we have only to analyze relations between these procedure calls, i.e.

![Figure 3.30: A measure for storage overflow.](image-url)
relations between each return value and arguments. Note that call-
by-reference arguments also regarded as return value. This analysis of
the procedure body can be done with well-known techniques such as
in [2]. In the case of type-2 procedures as shown in Figure 3.14, these
recursive calls are not in any loop, therefore the analysis is easier. In
this case, if none of $A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_n$ and the boolean variables $P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n$
depends on any of $R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_{n-1}$, brothers environments never depend
each other. As simple examples, we show two mathematical function
in Figure 3.32.

In the case of type-3 procedures as in Figure 3.29, the recursive call
is in a loop, and we have to treat dependence between the iterations of
the loop and we should import the analysis for vectorization such as in
[23].

In both cases, if we can guarantee that none of the return value
affects the other recursive procedure call, we can apply the breadth-
first vectorization method to the procedure.

3.8.2 External simple variables and pointer vari-
ables
If a recursive procedure contains some statements which write to ex-
ternal variables, we have to consider dependence via the variables. If
the variable is a simple variable (neither an array nor an pointer), most
of environments write to the same variable and we cannot change the
order of execution of environments in most cases, we give up analyzing
in this case.

If the external variable is a pointer, we have to determine if the
variable points the same memory location on different environments.
Generally this analysis is considered to be hard, but Matsumoto and
Han[21] showed that in Pascal we can detect a tree or a linked list
constructed with pointers statically form the program. This analysis is
quite useful for the breadth-first vectorization which is often useful for
the procedures to manipulate tree structures.
{ \( f_{ib_0} = f_{ib_1} = 0, f_{ib_n} = f_{ib_{n-1}} + f_{ib_{n-2}} \) }

function \( f_{ib}(n : \text{integer}) : \text{integer}; \)
begin
  if \( n \leq 1 \) then
    \( f_{ib} := 1 \)
  else
    \( f_{ib} := f_{ib}(n-1) + f_{ib}(n-2) \)
end;

Fibonacci number (can be vectorized with the breadth-first method)

\{ \( A(0,y) = y+1, A(x,0) = A(x-1,1), A(x,y) = A(x-1,A(x,y-1)) \) \}

function \( ack(x, y : \text{integer}) : \text{integer}; \)
begin
  if \( (x=0) \) then
    \( ack := y+1 \)
  else if \( (y=0) \) then
    \( ack := ack(x-1,1) \)
  else
    \( ack := ack(x-1,ack(x,y-1)) \)
end;

Ackermann function (cannot be vectorized with the breadth-first method)

Figure 3.32: Recursive procedures without writing external variables.

3.8. ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS

3.8.3 External array variables

When the external variable is an array, dependence analysis caused by the array is equivalent to analysis of subscripts of the array. When two or more instances of expression of the array subscripts take the same value, it means that the array element expressed by the value is referenced twice or more. If at least one of the references is an assignment, it means that there exists dependence caused by the array.

In the case of DO-loops in FORTRAN, there are many studies for dependence analysis of array-elements, such as that by Banerjee[4].

But these studies are not directly applicable to the analysis for dependence between environments. Here we show the difficulty through showing an example. Assume that there is a loop as follows.

for \( i := 1 \) to \( 10 \) do
  \( A[2*i+1] := \cdots ; \)

In this case, we never worry about the existence of dependence caused by the array \( A \) in the loop because the expression \( 2*i+1 \) never take the same value in an execution of the loop. On the other hand, in the case of a recursive procedure as the following, the assignment may cause dependences, because the formal parameter \( i \) may take the same value more than once in a sequence of recursive invocations.

procedure \( F(i: \text{integer}); \)
begin
  \( A[2*i+1] := \cdots ; \)
  if \( (i \geq 1) \) then begin
    \( F(i-1); \)
    \( F(i-2) \)
  end;
end;

Generally, it is hard to distinguish the existence of dependence caused by global array variables in recursive procedures because of the complexity of the behavior of values of the formal parameters. But in actual programs, since programmers cannot write down so complicated
program such as behavior of the arguments is too hard to be understood, we believe that in not a few cases arrays in recursive procedures are used in the following form.

Recursive procedures are often useful to write a program for a divide-and-conquer algorithm [1]. In these procedures the following pattern of usage of arrays is often seen.

1. On each environment, for a certain given range of index [LB, UB] of array A, do some works.

2. Divide the range [LB, UB] into n sections i.e. 
   
   \[ [LB_1, UB_1], [LB_2, UB_2], \ldots, [LB_n, UB_n] \]

   where \( LB \leq LB_1, UB_1 < LB_2, \ldots, UB_{n-1} < LB_n, UB_n \leq UB. \)

3. Give each section to each child environment.

4. Do the above section to each child environment.

Procedures for quicksort, mergesort are good examples of such procedures. Note that such procedures are suitable for the breadth-first vectorization because dependences exist only on ancestor-descendant relationship in the environment tree.

Generally, when a type-2 recursive procedure has at least one statement to write to an array, with the following algorithm we can judge if the procedure is suitable for the breadth-first vectorization or not. (see also Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34.)

**Step-1** Check dependences via arguments and return values between brothers environments, and if they do not exist, normalize the procedure as Figure 3.14.

**Step-2** For each array used in the procedure, detect lower and upper bounds of indexes in reference. They are often expressed as functions of arguments as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_{Arl}(a_j) & \quad \text{Lower bound in reference of the index of array A} \\
  f_{Aru}(a_j) & \quad \text{Upper bound in reference of the index of array A} \\
  f_{Aal}(a_j) & \quad \text{Lower bound in assignment of the index of array A} \\
  f_{Aau}(a_j) & \quad \text{Upper bound in assignment of the index of array A}
\end{align*}
\]

**3.8. ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS**

```haskell
procedure msort(left, right: integer); \{ a_j = (left,right) \}
var i, j, middle, k: integer;
begin
  if (left < right) then begin \{ *1 \}
    middle := (left+right) \div 2; \{ *2 \}
    msort(left, middle); msort(middle+1, right); \{ *3 \}
    i := left; j := middle + 1;
    for k := left to right do begin
      if (i > middle)
        and (j <= right \{ **\}) then begin
          tmp[k] := A[j]; \{ *4 \}
          j := j+1
        end else if (j > right)
        and (i <= middle \{ **\}) then begin
          tmp[k] := A[i]; \{ *5 \}
          i := i+1
        end else if (A[j]<A[i]) then begin
          tmp[k] := A[i]; \{ *6 \}
          i := i+1
        else begin
          tmp[k] := A[j]; \{ *7 \}
          j := j+1
        end
    end;
  end;
  for k := left to right do begin
    A[k] := tmp[k]; \{ *8 \}
  end
end;
```

Figure 3.33: Example for divide-and-conquer detection. (cont.)
3.8. ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS

where \( \vec{a} \) denotes formal arguments expressed as a vector. Then on each environment this procedure refers array \( A \) with a range of indexes \( [f_{AR}(\vec{a}_i), f_{AR}(\vec{a}_j)] \) and assigns the array with a range of indexes \( [f_{AD}(\vec{a}_i), f_{AD}(\vec{a}_j)] \).

Step-3 For all actual arguments \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \), get
\[
[f_{AR}(a_1), f_{AR}(a_1)], [f_{AR}(a_2), f_{AR}(a_2)], \ldots, [f_{AR}(a_n), f_{AR}(a_n)]
\]

Step-4 Check the following conditions.
\[
\begin{align*}
&f_{AR}(\vec{a}_1) \leq f_{AD}(\vec{a}_1) \leq f_{AD}(\vec{a}_j) \leq f_{AR}(\vec{a}_j) \\
&[f_{AR}(a_i), f_{AR}(a_i)] \cap [f_{AR}(a_j), f_{AR}(a_j)] = \emptyset \text{ for all } i, j, i \neq j \\
&[f_{AR}(a_i), f_{AR}(a_i)] \subseteq [f_{AR}(\vec{a}_j), f_{AR}(\vec{a}_j)] = \emptyset \text{ for all } i
\end{align*}
\]

The second and third conditions guarantee that if two environment do not have ancestor-descendant relationship, they do not refer to the same range of the index. Then with the first inequality, we can guarantee that each environment never refer any values which is assigned by the other environments except its ancestors or descendants. Hence if the above conditions are always satisfied for all arrays used in the procedure, we can judge that the procedure is suitable for the breadth-first vectorization. \( \square \)

In Step 4, to evaluate these inequalities, we have to analyze data and control flow of the procedure, and gather all possible informations. It is theoretically possible but not easy to do this automatically by a compiler in general cases. In the case of Figure 3.33, the compiler have to know the fact that the inequality \( left \leq (left + right)/2 \leq right \) is always satisfied. Furthermore, conditions labeled by \( ** \) are not necessary, but without these artificial conditions, it is not easy to detect the range of values of \( i \) and \( j \) automatically. This type of analysis still remains as our future work.

3.8.4 Additional Remarks

It is obvious that if the target procedure contains some statements to call the other procedures which have side effects, the latter procedures cause dependence and the target procedure is not suitable for the breadth-first vectorization.
3.9 The Breadth-first Parallelization

The breadth-first vectorization method stands on a strategy to detect the parallelism between environments, consequently it is also available for the other parallel architectures. Here we argue an implementation for PVP machines.

It is obvious that when a loop has no loop-carried dependence and is vectorizable, the loop can be converted into a doubly nested loop where the outer loop can be parallelized and where the inner loop can be vectorized. In the case of a recursive procedure vectorized with breadth-first parallel execution, most part of the vectorizable loops can be executed similarly, but there is a small problem in memory management. As mentioned, we used "vector load expanding" and "vector store compressing" instructions to avoid fragmentation of the storage, but these instructions cannot be executed in parallel.

To solve this problem, we propose an alternative way as shown in Figure 3.35. Here we use instructions called "vector element sum" to count the number of the child environments. This instruction can be executed in parallel, and after that, vector load expanding and store compressing instructions can be executed in parallel. The vector sum operation is a rather fast operation within the vector macro operations, and therefore the overhead of this instruction is considered to be small. However, each sum of child environments has to be broadcasted to all processors and the overhead of this communication is not to be ignored on some architectures.

As another solution, we can also consider to divide the environment tree into subtrees. Since these subtrees are considered to be independent, we can assign each subtree to each processor. In this case, memory managements are done separately on each processor. The main benefit of this method is that each processor do not have to do any synchronization until the whole execution of the subtree is done. On occasions, by some user-directives and so on, if we can know that the shape of the environment is balanced, the processors work effectively in parallel. But on the contrary, the numbers of nodes of each subtree are

Figure 3.35: A technique to execute vector load expanding and vector store compression in parallel.

```plaintext
function Nqueens( i:integer; X,A,B,C : table; var ANS : table-array ) : integer;
var j,k:integer;
AA, BB, CC, XX : table;
begin
  k := 0;
  for j := 1 to N do
    if A[j] and B[j+1] and C[k+j] then begin
      AA := A; BB := B; CC := C; XX := X;
      XX[k] := j;
      if k<N then
        k := k+Nqueens(i+1,XX,AA,BB,CC,ANS)
      else begin
        k := k+1;
        ANS[k] := XX[j] { Save the answer }
      end
    end;
end;
Nqueens := k;
end;
```

Figure 3.36: N-queen for the breadth-first vectorization

---

Footnote: This is a term of S-820/3800. In VP-400/2600 and SX-2/3, the instruction is called "vector sum".
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not always balanced therefore some kind of job-scheduling technique is required. It is left as our future work.

3.10 Performance Evaluation

3.10.1 Opportunities of vectorization and parallelization

As described in the former sections, the target procedure of the breadth-first vectorization must be a type-2 or type-3 procedure. Moreover, there must not be any dependence between environments except ancestor-descendant relationship.

For example, most procedures based on divide-and-conquer algorithms often have no dependence to prevent the breadth-first vectorization or parallelization. We have a conjecture that if a procedure is classified into type-2 or type-3 procedures and if the actual arguments do not depend on any of return values of the recursive calls and any values of elements of external arrays, we can vectorize the procedure with the breadth-first method. It is not easy to implement automatic detection of the dependence via external arrays. For example, procedures to solve N-queen problem are natively written as in Figure 3.3, and it is hard to analyze the dependence. But if it is written as in Figure 3.36, compilers can easily detect independency and users will enjoy its high acceleration.

3.10.2 Execution speed

As described in the previous chapter, execution speed in vector supercomputers owes much to the vector length and the vectorization rate. The breadth-first vectorization can vectorize almost all of the statements in the procedure body if it is applicable, and we can get enough vectorization rate.

The vector length is just the same as the number of environments at the same depth of the tree. Accordingly it depends on the shape of environment tree. In the worst case, if the environment tree has only one environment on each depth, then the converted procedure would be executed with the vector length of only 1 and this might cause not acceleration but deceleration. But in most cases, at an enough deep level of the environment tree, the number of parallel environments is enough large to expect acceleration of ten times or more.

When amount of operation on each environment is homogeneous and the shape of the environment tree has enough width, the breadth-first vectorization works successfully. In the case of executing procedures for divide-and-conquer algorithms, amount of the operations on shallower environments may larger than that of deeper environments on the tree. The number of shallower environments is generally less than that of deeper environments and it causes shorter vector length. In this cases, instructions on shallower environments are executed many times in shorter vector length. It means that we cannot expect much acceleration. But the execution speed is estimated to be faster than that of scalar execution because of the high vectorization ratio.

3.11 Related Works

Here we compare this study with related works.

There are some works to optimize recursive procedures. The tail recursion elimination is well known and widely used to optimize recursive procedures of which recursive calls arise only at the end of the procedure body. Because this method is easy to implement and always useful to eliminate unnecessary codes, it is actually used in various existent compilers, in particular LISP compilers[30]. The depth-first vectorization method includes the tail recursion elimination because a procedure with a tail recursion is considered to be in a special case of type-1 procedures, which have no $S_{tail}$ instructions in Figure 3.8. We also argued the opportunities of vectorization while they are leave out of consideration in the tail recursion eliminations.

Optimizing recursive procedures are mainly studied on functional programming languages. There are some theoretical works to transform recursive procedures preserving their semantics and to obtain the optimal procedure. For example, Vuillemin[51] showed that assuming a simple LISP-like language we can eliminate redundant operations in recursive procedures automatically. For example, procedure $fib$ in Fig-
ure 3.32 contains many redundant operations because the same value of the argument arises many times within an environment tree. Vuillemin proposed the way to transform the procedures to remove this redundancy. We have not treated such optimization in this thesis. But Vuillemin's work is considered to be hard to apply to the conventional programming languages such as Pascal.

According to a survey of existing vectorizing C compilers on Convex and Cray by Smith[38], neither of them seems to treat recursive procedures. The vectorization methods of this thesis are considered to be applicable to C.

Some studies have shown the efficient implementation of divide-and-conquer algorithms on vector or parallel processors. In particular, Kanada[18] showed a 'schema' to solve searching problems on vector supercomputers efficiently. Our work make it easy to write a program based on the schema. Gürsoy and Kale[11] proposed to introduce a 'schema' to solve searching problems on vector processors.

3.12 Experimental Results

We are now implementing the depth-first vectorization and the breadth-first vectorization and parallelization on our compiler V-Pascal version 3. We have confirmed that the transformation of intermediate codes is done but we have not obtained the object code. We summarize the results of simulations with FORTRAN codes as the experimental results, and the results obtained by our previous version of compiler, V-Pascal Ver.2.

The depth-first method owes the acceleration to vector-macro instructions. In particular, the vector instruction to operate First Order Iteration in Figure 3.1 often appears in both of $S_{head}$ and $S_{tail}$ in Figure 3.8. The execution speed of this instruction is important to estimate the acceleration which will be obtained by the depth-first vectorization method. Table 3.2 shows the benchmarking results of the VITRD instruction, i.e. the instruction to operate First Order Iteration on S-820/80[19]. The results show that VITRD executes more than 5 times faster than the scalar instructions if the vector length is enough long.

Table 3.2: Benchmarking results of VITRD instruction on S-820/80

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>length of the loop</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time for scalar execution ($\mu$ sec.)</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time for vector execution ($\mu$ sec.)</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPU time in $V_{\mu}$ sec.</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Execution time of the procedure SUM.

```
function SUM(K: integer)
begin
if K = 0 then SUM := 0
else SUM := SUM(K-1) + K
end;
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>depth of recursion</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time for scalar execution ($\mu$ sec.)</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time for vector execution ($\mu$ sec.)</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPU time in $V_{\mu}$ sec.</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S/V$</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time for scalar execution on V-Pascal Ver.2 ($\mu$ sec.)</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>2120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 shows an example of type-1 procedures and its execution time on S-820/80. This procedure is vectorized by the depth-first method. The execution time with vector codes is obtained by simulations with FORTRAN codes. The execution time for scalar is done with V-Pascal version 2. It is estimated that after the implementation of optimization modules, V-Pascal version 3 generates almost the same code as that of the simulation. We also show the execution time of the procedure transformed by the depth-first method but forced to be
executed with scalar instructions. The results show that the procedure is accelerated by the depth-first method even if the procedure is not vectorized. If the procedure is vectorized, we obtain much greater acceleration. The execution speed with V-Pascal version 2 is very slow because of the overheads of recursive calls. It follows that we can get large acceleration only by the transformation by the depth-first method.

Table 3.4 shows the results from execution of the procedure *isum* in Figure 3.23 on S-820/80. Results after vectorization are obtained by FORTRAN simulations. When we use the procedure, the shape of the environment tree is the same as that of the tree constructed with the arrays *left* and *right*. We gave the following types of trees to the procedure on benchmarking.

**Complete binary trees** It is ideal for the acceleration because the number of environments of each depth is maximum. This number directly corresponds to the vector length when executed by the breadth-first vectorization.

**Linear lists** It is the worst case because the number of environment on the same depth is always 1.

**Fibonacci trees**[28] A sort of AVL tree[29]. This is considered to be an average case.

The results shows the improvement of the execution speed up to 50 times when the lengths of the vectors are enough long. Even if the lengths of the vectors are only one, the execution speed is not less than the half of that of the execution by scalar. This results is considered to be very good and the breadth-first vectorization method is worth implementing nevertheless its difficulty.

Table 3.5 shows the results from execution of the same procedure on S-3800/4805. Results after vectorization are obtained by our previous version of compiler, V-Pascal version 2. Compared with the results from FORTRAN simulation, the acceleration is not good as expected. One of the reasons is considered to be of the weakness of optimization on V-Pascal version 2 because it lacks the facility to obtain optimal scheduling of the vector pipelines. We are now implementing this

---

5Computer Centre, University of Tokyo.
method on V-Pascal version 3 and still working for the improvement of the performance.

3.13 Conclusion

We have proposed a new method to vectorize and parallelize recursive procedures. We have shown that introducing a concept of dependence of environments, we can convert the procedures and make each set of independent environments to be executed in parallel. We named this method the breadth-first method. The breadth-first vectorization is applicable for recursive procedures which calls itself many times on each environment. This is also applicable for parallel architectures such as V/P machines. According to the experimental results, we can expect up to 50 times' acceleration by this method.

Our future work is as follows.

- It is required to gather highly detailed information from the procedure body for more strict or exact analysis of environments. Methods to detect lower and upper bounds of simple variables are especially required.

- Implementation of the breadth-first method soon with the above analysis.

- The breadth-first method is considered to be applicable not only for VP/PVP machines but also for MPP machines.

- These two methods are considered to be also applicable to other languages such as C and Fortran 90, which must be the next standard language for Supercomputing. We will propose definite methods to apply these methods for this language.

Table 3.5: Execution time of the procedure in Figure 3.23 (V-Pascal version 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of environments</th>
<th>Time for vector execution (s)</th>
<th>Time for vector execution (V)</th>
<th>Speedup (V)/V</th>
<th>Deceleration (V/V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>19.59</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>39.76</td>
<td>40.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of execution times are in micro-seconds. Benchmarked on S2000/480, Apr.1993.
Chapter 4

An Automatic Vectorizing/Parallelizing Pascal Compiler V-Pascal Version3

4.1 Introduction

With the arrival of Fortran90, we can now utilize more versatile control and data structures than FORTRAN77 — for example, while loops, recursive calls and data structures constructed with pointers — in programs for numerical computations. Since these structures have been considered to be fairly helpful for writability and readability of programs, most of the application programs written in Fortran90 will contain these control/data structures in near future. Therefore automatic vectorization and parallelization techniques to deal with these structures have become a very important issue for supercompilers.

We have already proposed various vectorizing and parallelizing techniques for these versatile structures and some workbench is needed to verify the efficiency of the compilation methods. For this goal, we started to develop an automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler named "V-Pascal". We are now implementing many of our compilation techniques and realizing advanced vectorization and parallelization
but users can still write most part of programs in sequential manner and it will greatly helps to utilize vector and parallel supercomputers. There have been four versions of V-Pascal: Versions 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3. The first three will be called "early" versions. The early versions mainly aimed at the study of advanced vectorization techniques, while version 3, although dovetailing with the early versions in many aspects, is specifically meant for parallelization of Pascal programs for Japanese vector multiprocessors such as Hitachi's S-3800 and highly parallel machines like Fujitsu AP1000.

This chapter gives only about the most recent version, V-Pascal version 3. The details of the early versions were described in [43] and [45].

4.3 Organization of the Compiler

Figure 4.1 gives the organization of V-Pascal version 3 which is now being constructed. It consists of three phases and the second phase can be also broken into small analyzing and optimizing modules.

The first phase, Phase 1, parses the source program and performs syntactic and semantic analysis. After the process, the program will be converted into intermediate code which is independent of the target language. Phase 1 is operational only for Pascal at the moment, but we can support the other languages by constructing Phase 1 for them.

The second phase, Phase 2, is the optimization phase which receives sequential intermediate code from Phase 1 and outputs optimized, vectorized and parallelized intermediate code. This phase consists of a number of small optimization modules which are the implementations of vectorization/parallelization methods we have proposed. All of the modules has an uniform input/output interface; they work as filter programs to receive and output intermediate code which has the unified format. This allows to reconfigure the compiler and we can easily add new optimizing facilities to it. To support analysis performed on each optimizing module, basic analyzing modules to carry out alias analysis, data-flow analysis, control-flow analysis and data dependence analysis between array elements are also included in this phase.

The last phase, Phase 3, converts machine-independent intermedi-
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Figure 4.1: The organization of V-Pascal Version 3

V-Pascal Ver.3 is implemented in C++ while the early versions are written in Pascal. The main reason of this changeover is that we found that the object-oriented approach is fairly helpful for us to handle
quite complicated data structures used in compilers. In particular, many graph-shaped data structures are used in our compiler and we had to write a sequence of pointer manipulation statements to handle them in Pascal, but using classes of C++, we can neatly express the sequence in a simple manner. The other reasons to use C++ are that we wanted to use various utilities to help the development, such as compiler-compilers (lex and yacc) and useful source-code-level debugger (gdb) which cannot be found for Pascal.

4.4 Facilities of Analysis

Each of the modules in Phase 2 calls various common analyzing modules which help optimization, vectorization and parallelization. This section describes the analyzing facilities with which V-Pascal version 3 is equipped.

4.4.1 Alias Analysis

When two different variables refer to the same location of the memory, each of them is called an alias of the other and they are called an alias pair. In cases alias pairs may exist, an assignment of a variable may change value of the other variable and it causes misjudgments in data-flow analysis. Therefore, for precise data-flow analysis, we have to determine all possible alias pairs. In other words, precise alias analysis is indispensable before data-flow analysis.

In Pascal, there are two cases which cause aliases. One of them is the case caused by call-by-reference parameters. When a function or procedure has two or more var arguments and actual parameters for them are the same, these parameters are an alias pair, as shown in Figure 4.2 for example. There are many methods to analyze this kind of aliases, and Cooper[6] proposed an algorithm for precise analysis of this problem. We implemented the algorithm on our compiler.

The other case, in which an alias occurs in Pascal, is by pointer references. When two of pointer variables have the same content as shown in Figure 4.3, they point the same location of the memory and that causes aliases. Since the values of these pointer variables cannot

4.4.2 Control/Data-flow Analysis

Control and data-flow analysis in V-Pascal version 3 is performed by a traditional method, but the result is more precise than others because
of the existence of advanced alias analysis facilities.

The results are represented in D-matrix[43]. It takes a hierarchical structure so that dependences between procedures/functions, those between loops plus basic blocks, and those between intermediate code statements are represented by the D-matrix. In other words, the parallelism of various granularities are designated by the same data structure. An example is shown in Figure 4.5.

### 4.4.3 Value-Range Estimation of Integer Variables

It is a well-known problem that dependence analysis of arrays is obstructed with the existence of an array subscript expression which contains some variables whose values cannot be determined statically. Therefore it is important to estimate the value range of an array subscript expression at each step of execution to raise the compiler’s power for dependence analysis for vectorization and parallelization. This information acquisition is done with data-flow analysis, and the relevant information is appended to integer variables and temporaries of the intermediate-code statements. The detail will be described by a paper in preparation.

### 4.4.4 Dependence Analysis of Array Subscripts

Dependence analysis of array subscripts is essential for automatic vectorization and parallelization. There have been many proposals of methods to perform this analysis precisely and efficiently; one of the most famous method is the Omega test by W.Pugh[36]. We also have an original approach for this analysis which is implemented on our compiler[23]. Our method can analyze nested loops accurately, and in most cases, in polynomial time of the number of variables. When loop bounds and array subscripts are linear expressions of the surrounding loop control variables, our method is exact, i.e., the power of analysis is as same as that of Omega-test. When loops have symbolics, our method tries to find the range of the symbolics that may cause dependences preventing vectorization or parallelization, so compilers can produce conditions to judge the possibility of vector or parallel execution at the execution time. We also proposed a method to analyze

---

Figure 4.4: An example of the detection of aliases of pointer variables
procedure \( P \);
    procedure \( Q \);
begin
    \( A \);
    for ... do begin \( \{ = \text{block } B \} \)
        \( S_1 \);
        \( S_2 \);
        \( S_3 \);
    end;
    \( C \);
end;

begin
\( Q \);
end;

(a) A sample program.

(This grid indicates that \( Q \) depends on \( P \).)

(b) A sample D-matrix for (a)

Figure 4.5: An example of D-Matrix

4.5. FACILITIES OF VECTORIZATION/PARALLELIZATION

As mentioned before, Phase 2 of V-Pascal version 3 consists of many small optimizing modules which realize our proposed parallelizing/vectorizing methods. This section describes some of the methods we proposed and implemented.

4.5.1 Vectorization/Parallelization of Multiply-nested Loops

Most of the compilers offered by supercomputer manufacturers can only vectorize inner-most loops of multiply-nested loops, and parallelize the outer loops. But we have already proposed a method to
for $i := 1$ to 5
  for $j := 1$ to $i$
    $a[i,j]$ ..

$v[i] := \{1,2,3,4,5\}$;
$v[j] := \{1,2,3,4,5\}$;
for $k := 1$ to 15
  $a[ v[i[k] , v[j[k] ]$ ..

Figure 4.7: Reduction of a multiply-nested loop into a single loop

reduce multiply-nested for-loops into equivalent single loops which are then vectorized by extensive use of vector indirect addressing [43]. An example is shown in Figure 4.7. As we have shown in [47], recent high-speed vector supercomputers tend to have large $N_{halt}[14]$ values, therefore the reduction is efficient to make vectors longer and obtain higher performance.

4.5.2 Vectorization of While Loops

While traditional FORTRAN 77 has only do-loops to express loop structures, Pascal has not only for-loops but also while and repeat-until loops. Since we cannot determine the number of iteration for while and repeat-until loops (therefore call them indefinite loops) even at the entrance of the loop in execution — in other words, we cannot determine the vector length even in execution time — we have to make some tricks to vectorize these loops. Wolfe proposed two approaches to cope with this problem: one is called loop distribution and the other is strip-mining [52]. We have proposed a hybrid method of them to treat these loops more neatly [39] and obtained high speedups for more generalized cases. Wolfe also discussed how to vectorize nested loops of which the inner loop is an indefinite loop and the outer loops
is a for-loop, by interchanging these loops and vectorizing only the for loop, but this method is not efficient when the vector lengths are too short. We also proposed a method to cope with this problem interchanging these loops dynamically to keep the vector length long enough [24].

4.5.3 Vectorization and Parallelization of Recursive Procedures

As shown in the previous chapter, we have proposed a method to vectorize and parallelize recursive procedures, named breadth-first method. We are working to implement this method with another method, depth-first method mentioned also in the previous chapter.

4.6 Conclusion

An overview was given of the current status of the V-Pascal version 3 compiler. In the V-Pascal Version 3 compiler, special techniques have been developed even for Algol-like features, so that they may also be useful for the full-fledged vectorizing/parallelizing compilers for the languages Fortran 90 and C. Although the initial target machine has been a tightly coupled vector multiprocessor like Hitachi’s S-3800, a slight reconfiguration of compiler components allows parallelization for distributed-memory parallel computers. To demonstrate this, we have provided a compiler called V-Pascal/DM [50] for Fujitsu AP1000, to which the compiler output is fed in the form of parallelized C source code. V-Pascal/DM performs data-parallel execution based on an SPMD model.

Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have discussed the construction of an automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler for a block-structured language Pascal to utilize VP and PVP supercomputers for non-numerical applications.

In Chapter 2, the performance of load/store instructions on each VP/PVP supercomputer was evaluated. In particular, the performance of vector indirect load/store instructions was precisely discussed. Since the performance of indirect access dominates the performance not only of numerical applications but of non-numerical applications which treat pointers, the performance evaluation of indirect load/store instructions is very important to construct a compiler for a general-purpose language. We have developed a benchmarking program for this purpose and obtained interesting results. According to the results, some machines such as S-820/3800 showed good performance in indirect access even when the list vector indicates irregular access of the memory. These machines are considered to be effective for running non-numerical applications written in block-structured languages.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a new method to vectorize and parallelize recursive procedures. Since recursive procedures are often seen in programs written in block-structured languages, this control should be also regarded as targets for automatic vectorization and parallelization. But there have been few researches for this subject. We have proposed the breadth-first method and have shown that some recursive procedures will be greatly accelerated by this method. We have also
pointed out the difficulty to distinguish the recursive procedures which can be applied the breadth-first method, and discussed some ways to cope with this problem.

In Chapter 4, we presented the overview of our automatic vectorizing and parallelizing compiler V-Pascal version 3. In the V-Pascal Version 3 compiler, various analyzing, vectorizing and parallelizing techniques have been developed even for Algol-like features, so that they may also be useful for the full-fledged vectorizing/parallelizing compilers for the languages Fortran 90 and C.

Future works and open questions of this study is as follows:

- With the recent advance of device technologies, the execution speed of processors has been rapidly progressed. This progress is said to last for the next ten years or more. Contrarily, the performance of memory devices will not be improved so rapidly. As the result, the performance of processors will become not to match with that of main memory in near future. The author believes that the vector load/store architecture will be an answer to cope with this problem. If this conjecture is true, many techniques obtained throughout this research will become useful. Whether this conjecture is true or not is remained as an open question.

- We have limited the application of the breadth-first method to certain patterns of recursive procedures. Our future work is to relax this restriction as weak as possible.

- To accomplish the implementation of the compiler is still left as a future work.
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